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BY TARYN MYERS
News AssistanT

and Grounds Chair Adam Exline
'01 and Student Ute Chair George

Originally, no rnembersofthe
student body besides the Council

members themselves and witnesses
for each side were to be allowed
inlo the hearing. However, upon
hearing about the trial and the fact
that the Council had not informed
the student body of these proceedings, Alisha Dall'oste '03 sent an
allstu 10 inform the public and call
for a protest at the time of the
meeting. Approximately 12 students
showed
up for the
demonstration, and as a result, the
first order of business at the hearing
su IMPEACH, page thr«

"Unfortunately, the program
got started a little late this year,"
explained Assistant Director of
Alumni and Parent Relations and
Annual Funds (APRAF) Elizabeth
Hieronymus, who advises the
campaign's student leadership. "As
people find out more about the program, we have confidence that
giving will rise."
"Not everyone in our class
has been properly informed cfthis
campaign," agreed student orga-

nizers and seniors Ann-Marie
Lawlor and Samara Estroff. "We
are stepping up our level of reachingoutlo the rest of the class at this
point. Once people are aware, we
are sure they will want 10 participate."
The percentage of students
participating in the program is
"generally in the mid to high 90s,"
according to Hieronymus. Recently, the lowest participation
see 100%, j14ge two

Polychronopoulos '02 Tuesday
"Oh come on, it would be fun,"
said Senior Class Representative
Elizabeth Fay '01 at the Student
Council meeting on April 8 about
the prospect of an impeachment
hearing.
The process, however, was
anything but fun, as the members
of the Council can easily attest
after having a two and a half hour
impeachment hearing for Housing

ROBBIE KETCHAM

NC'NS Reporter
A late start and lack of promotion have
led to sagging
participation in the Kenyon College 100% Senior donation
campaign,
according
to the
program's student and administrative leadership. Withunderamonth
until graduation, only 40 percent
of the Class of 2001 has contributed to the annual fundraiser.

night. The trial, which started at 11
p.m., was not concluded until 1 :30

a.m. The result was that neither
Exline nor Pol ychronopoulos
removed from office.

were

The following day, however,
Polychronopoulos resigned from
his position on Council for unknown reasons.

BY GORDON UMBARGER
Diversions Editor

Slick Surratt, former Negro League player for the Kansas City Monarchs
sham a st
or two with Ken n students this week in Peirce

The awards keep coming:
four garner Fulbrights
NC'NS Reporter
SeniorsOaniel Connolly, Melissa Drain, Mark Foran and Alys
Spensley will study abroad next
year, but not with OCS. The four

Council forms ad hoc Social Board
Besides the decision 10
hold impeachment hearings, the
Student Council also dealt with
other business at their meeting
on Sunday. One issue addressed
was the apparent complete lack
of interest in the position of
Social Board Chair, a position
which also includes the responsibility of aseat on Council. No

_Wokh

BY JEFF MUCHMORE

On the heels of upgrades at
Guod Commons. groundbreaking
at the Eaton Center and thecomplelion of the new science buildings,
preliminary plans are now in the
works for tbe future of the old
People's Bank building on the corner of West Brooklyn Street and
Chase Avenue.
Plans for the project are

BYTARYNMYERS
News Assisrant

THAT ONE TIME ••. ?

leiters of intent were received
for this position. This means that
despite the fact that the position
was originally supposed to be
part of the firsl run of elections
and was moved back to the second run because no one ran for it
the first time. there was still no
one interested in running for the
position the second time around.
In response to tbis, the Council decided to close the running
for the position. They decided 10

form an ad-hoc committee in
the fall to handle Summer SendOff, similar
10 the Phling
Committee.
They will then combine
Social Board and LateNites in
some way. perhaps contingent
with this committee, perbaps
separate. This wilt be determined in the fall, as will the
possibility of reopening the position of Social Board Chair for
election.

haveeachbeeoawardedaFulbright
scholarship and will use it to pursue interests ranging from tourism
in China to the presence of God in
the fonner East Gennany.
Created in 1946 at the end of
World War II, the Institution of
International Education's Fulbright
Program seeks to improve relations between the United States
and the rest of the world. According to the Fulbrighl website it does
this through "mutual understanding between the people of the
United Stales and other countries,

Thunday. Pudy Ooudy. High
of 69, low of 43.
Friday. Pudy Cloudy. High of
65. low of 40.

through the exchange of persons,
knowledge, and skills."
Dean for Academic Advising
Jane Martindell pointed out that
Kenyon has a strong history with
Fulbright Program. "Kenyon seniors are very competitive in it
every year." said Martindetl. "The
Fulbright board asks for a tot of
skills that students receive in a
selective liberal arts institution,
such 88 leadership, commontcations skills and probability of
success."
Even considering Kenyon's
continuingsuccess with the award,
this year stands out because of tbe
Dumberofrecipients. '7bough we
almost always have two or three
seniors from Kenyon CoUege receive the award every year," said
mFULBRlGHT'JNIIrIWo

Saauday. Pudy Ooudy. Iflg/> of
68,low of 43.

Sunday: Pudy Ooudy. High of
75.lowof49.
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BY ADAM SAPP AND
ERICKA REAGOR

CoIJ.xian S,,[f

CONTlNUFDFROMPAGEONE
occurred in 1998, when 81 percent
of seniors donated. The effect of
decreased participation in the campaign could change Kenyon's
position in college rankings, said
Lawlor and Estroff. "Kenyon's
ranking could drop if [college rating

if we had a bigger endowment. As with participation. It's not about
without the pressure and hierarchy,
the endowment has grown over the making a lot of money, but about
it would be better."
past five years with the 'Claiming
"A lot of seniors are a little
learningtoparticipateingivingback
Our Place: The Campaign for
to Kenyon. All of Kenyon's present opposedtogivingaftertbey'vegiven
Kenyon' campaign, our rankings
seniors should learn about the so much through tuition," said Erica
have gotten better. It's interesting ... College's needs before they leave
Rail '01. "But, l personally don't
to note the direct correlation bethe campus as graduates."
think they ask too much, and Ithink
tween the increased size of the
Though Hieronymus believes
it's important to give to the school."
publications] don't believe thai endowment and Kenyon's place- only "a very small minority of the
Julie Basta '01 agreed, adding,
young alumni are satisfied with the
ment in the rankings. [While}
people have issues with the
"It's good to get everyone involved
education that they have received.
Kenyonexceedssomeotherschools
fundraising campaign," some se- before they're out of here, even
The budget also depends on the
in quality of teaching and teacherniors question the fundraising
though they have no money."
pledges, because early participation
student relationships, these are . process .. "TIle idea of having a
Started in 1985bycurrent Vice
is a good indicaloroflife-longcomqualifiable, not quantifiable, factors.
pledging plan for young alumni is President
for Development
mitmenta."
Companies and businesses considgood," saidMeredith Weaver '01.
Kimberlee Klesner, 100% Senior is
Hieronymus expanded on this
ering gifts to Kenyon [also] focus
"But, I'm a bit uncomfortable with
designed ''10educate the seniorclass
reasoning. "Youngalumnigiveback
on alumni giving. Recent alumni
the way they use peer-pressure tac- about the importance of donating to
to the [college] financially," she exgiving tells how the college is now.
tics to getsupport. It'slikeasketchy
the Kenyon Fund before they graduplained, "showing the strength of That's the type of people the corpobusiness deal, where someone is ate," according to Estroff and
the school. The ranking process
rate gifts would be supporting."
pressuring you into givingmoney.
Lawlor. "Everyone is going to be
believes that, ifstudents had a good
In addition to improving
asked to donate moneyto Kenyon
If there was a way to get support
experience at the college,they will rankings, Hieronymus says the
give money. Ilhinka lotofpeoplc,
100% Senior program "educate[s]
and I would include myself in this,
seniors about alumni giving and
think that Kenyon is a great school,
challenges the class to support
CONTINUEDFROMPAGEONE
ity of the people don't believe in
and would be higher in the rankings
Kenyon, not just financially, but
MartindelJ, "four makes it a banner
God."
year."
Also focusing on religion,
Til! Vu iv., Rl(ORD
Connolly, a political science
Drain is adouble major in religious
major with a concentration in Ger- studies and English who who hopes
man studies, will assist English
April 19 - April 25, 2001
to teach English at the Middle Bestteachers in German high schools in em Technical University in Ankara,
Apr. 19, 2:24 a.m. - Medical
Apr. 22, 10:42 p.m. - Vandalthe former East German province of Turkey. Though accepted by the
call at Kenyon House Ill. The
ism to emergency light at Old
Thiiringen. His choice of Germany
United States Fulbright program,
student was transported to the
Kenyon.
originates from his experience with she awaits the response from the
hospital.
.Apr, 23, 3:29 a.m.• Suspithe language and culture. He was Turkish government. Along with
Apr. 19,2:25 a.m. - Fire alarm
cious vehicle parked in front of
espciaJly interested in a province in teaching, Drain wants to bring works
at Mather Residence-no
cause
gas station on Brooklyn Street
eastern Germany due to the change on Sufism, or mystical Islam, into
found. Possible malfunction.
with someone sleeping in the
taking place there.
the American sphere.
Apr. 20,9:03 a.m.· Fire extincar. The Knox County Sheriff's
"The
western
European
coun"German is the only language
guisher discharged in Watson
Office was notified.
tries don't tend to change much,"
that
many
of the works of 506 poets
Hall kitchen. The extinguisher
Apr. 24, 12:20 a.m. - Medical
said Connolly. "However, the east- have been translated into," said
was replaced.
call at Gund Hall. The College
ern European countries are in a state Drain. "I intend 10 translate these
Apr. 21,l:54a.m.
- Underage/
physician was notified.
of
post-communise transition, which
works, for instance the poem of
intoxicated student at McBride
Apr. 24, 12:27 p.m. - Underis a very strange phenomemenon.
Ynus
Emre, a popular Sufi writer,
Residence. The student
was
age possession of alcohol at
Also, there's not much of a point in . into English. These texts are a lot
transported to the hospital.
McBride Residence.
beinga teacher in western Germany,
easier to find in Turkey than here."
Apr. 21, 3:11 a.m. - IntoxiApr. 24 7:58 p.m. - Theft of
since English is common there alDrain hopes that her work will
cated/disturbed
'student near
medication from room in Old
ready."
have
an effect on American percepMcBride Field.
Kenyon.
Aside from teaching, which will tionsofTurkishculture.
"My focus
only require 12 to 14 hours per week,
is bringinga better understanding of
Am I J~r j,j:\c \:\1) 5lH'" RIPI j()\S
Connolly also plans to study the Turkey and its culture to America.
Advertisers should contact Paul Schmid for current rates and furculture, especially religious beliefs.
Therearemanyprejudicesconcernther information
at (740) 427-5338 or 5339, or via e-mail at
''East Germany is one of the most ing Turkey in America now."
collegian@kenyon.edu.AlI
materials should be sent to: Advertising
atheistic states in the world," said
Venturing to South Korea.
Manager, The Kenyon Collegian, P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH, 43022.
Connolly. "60 percent of its citi- Foran, a biology major. he will also
zens, compared to only 5 to 10 be teaching English. Aside from
percent in the United States, don't
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian are available for
teaching the language, he hopes to
believe in God. It would be interest$30. Checks should be made payable to The Kenyon Collegian and
learn Korean. as well as initiate culsent to the Business/Advertising Manager.
ing to write an article about the tural exchange. "look forward to
scene in a country where the majorservingasaculturalambassadorfor

after they graduate, so this is a way
ofletting people realize how important this is forthe future of Kenyon. "
The program's objective, as stated
in a Development Office pamphlet
concerning the 2001 campaign, "is
for 100 percent of [the senior] class
10 make Kenyon Fund pledges for
the next two years, 2002 and
2003." According to the pam·
phlet, 28 cents of each dollar
donated is used for financial aid,
27 cents for curriculum and faculty, 13 cents for student services,
11 cents for institutional support,
11 cents for buildings and grounds
and 10 cents for library and computer technology. Any questions
concerning the program should be
directed to Estroff, Lawlor or
Hieronymus.

Fulbright: Four students awarded
the United States and its people by
helping others abroad and interactingwithAsiancullures,"saidForan.
Foran hopes to use insights
gained while in South Korea when
he returns to the States. "I will be
attending Johns Hopkins Medical·
School when Ireturn," said Foran.
"where I hope to incorporate my
experiences into world health initiatives."
Also traveling to Asia is
Spersley, an honors international
studies major, whowill beresearcbIng ill: Lijiang, in the Yunnan
Province in Southwest China. She
cbose this area because of the international. interest in the area and the
resulting
growth of tourism
there."YullD8O is a very pretty area
since it is situated in the Himilayas
and has Tiger Leapring Gorge,
which is the world's 1argest gorge,"
said Spensley. "It is also culturally
diverse, since 26 of the 56 Chinese
minorities Jive there."
While in Chine, SpensJey plans
to study the impact that tourism. "I
want to see if the tourism industry is
sustainable there and see if it call
continueproductivelyinthefuture,"
said Spensley.
MartindelI is confident of their

suc:oess.. "Ibese arc a111Jrisbt, active
and

involved

students."

said

MartindeIl. "\bey willlb,",>, wdI."
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.......peach: Council tries to prosecute two members
NTINUED FROM PAGEONE
as 10 vote to make it an open
caring.
protester JohoSprageos'04ex[aiDed the position
of the
emons1rators,saying,"The issue is
ommunication with the student
dy .."We want to know what to
hat's going on."
When Student Council Presicnl RuthCrowell '02 informed the
cup of the decision to open the
eeting, she said, "The meeting is
n,however,justforobservation.
lfanyonestartstbrowing things, I'll
aye to ask you to leave."
Exline'shearingwasheldfirsl.
Opening statements for the prosecution were made by Board and
Finance Committee Chair Pete

Coppins 'Ol.Heoudinedthecharges
againstExlioe,whichincludedconfusion as to inexcused and excused
absences from meetings with no
representative sent in his stead,
missed executive committee meetiogs, gnd the fact that Coppins had
"heard varied reports about the
[Housing and Grounds] committee."
Crowell then cross-referenced
whether Exline's absences were in
fact excused using e-mails sent to
herself and Council Commaeications Director Rhoda Raji '02 and
Raji's minutes from each meeting.
She determined thaI he actually had
only one unexcused absence. Still,
Crowell pointedocrthathe had four
absences out of six meetings this

YI \RS AC() ...

The front page of Tht Kmyon Co/kgian as it appeared April 25, 1991.
5 Years Ago, AprU 25, 1996, In a Collegian poll, 62 percent of
respondents said they felt tbe housing lottery was unfair. Students felt
the unfairness was focused on the points system as well as the
distribution of singles and apartments 10 senior women as opposed to
underc1ass women.

10 Years Ago, April 23, 1991, Two weeks after winning the Pulitzer
Prize for political cartooning, Jim Borgman '76 was interviewed on
the front page of the Collegian. Borgman highlighted the presence of
Cincinnati in the national spotlight as a possible reason for his win.
His cartoons about the Mapplethorpe art exhibit controversy as well
as the publicity of Ryan White's contraction of AIDS were among
those the panel considered.
15 Years Ago, April 24, 1986, Saskia Hamilton wrote an article
about the possible expansion of the role of the Coordinator of
Women's Studies. The expansion proposal, written by Professor of
English Judy Smith and Professor of Psychology Linda Smolak,
presented two possible tasks for the new coordinator. The first would
be the coordination of information from all courses concerning
women's issues. The second would be to coordinate Ihe inlerdisciplinary courses on women's issues.
2S Years Ago, April 1.3, 1916, A statement issued April14 by the
Student Affairs Staff to Senate announced that "women will be
housed in one or more of the buildings comprising the quad area of
Leonard, Hanna and Old Kenyon," starting in the 1917-78 school
y~r. Mary Starzinski, the coordinator of CLOK (Committee to
Liberate Old Kenyon), a group that held a vigil on the lawn of
President Jordan's house to protest college housing inequality, told
~heCollegian that the statement was "fine in tbeory. Ido hope it's
Implemented in fact, But Ido think it's inevitable,"

semester with no one sent

to repreat the Council meeting on April 8,
sent his committee.
Coppinshimselfattributedthislack
Exline then made his opening - of interest not as a result of adverremarks. In defense of his missing
tising, but rather. he said, "I think
executive committee meetings, he it's a sign of the apathy present OR

of dedication to his committee. He

said, "l live off campus. and I don't

this campus."

have access to the Internet in my
borne." Assuch,hewouldQftenfind
out about these meetings after the
fact. He also stated that be did appoint a member of his committee to
go to meetings in his stead, but the
individual did not show up. He also
gave an update as totbe proceedings
of the committee this semester.
After hearing this, Deifel said,
"ltwasnicetoheartbat. .. It'sthefirst
we'veheardallsemesterabout
HcusingandGrounds, That'smostlywbat
Iheimpeachmentwasabout.l'mglad
we're now informed"
Neither side wanted to make
rebuttal statements, so the Council
proceeded directly into the closing
statements. Coppins again spoke for
the prosecution, saying "I feel much
more comfortable with the situation
based on information we've beard
today."
The vote whether or not to impeach Exlinethentookplace,and the
Council voted 10.3 not to remove
him from office.

Inmakingopeningstatements
in his defense, Polychronopoulos
said that often felt isolated from
the restofCouncil. Healsosaid, "I
really don't think that Impeachment is theonlycbannelleft ... I've
tried my best to be accountable to
StudentCouncilandStudent Life.'
He said that be was sick on
Sunday, which is why he was unable 10 attend the meeting.
Polychronopoulos pointed out it
wastheonly meefinghehadmissed
theentiresemester."I'dalsoliketo
suggest that accountability works
both ways," he said. "It's nolthat
students need to learn to be aecountable to each other, it's that
we need to learn how to hold each
other accountable."
Also speaking for George's
defense was First-year Class Representative Jesse Spencer. He
explained that he believes himself
to be unbiased because he really
does not know any of the other
members of the Council. Having

PolychronopoulOsthenmadehis
own rebuttal. "I don't know ifthis is

also reiterated his point about
Sunday's missed council meeting,
calling it "an example of a failure of
duty" on his part.

amanerforStudentCounciitoworry
about,"hesaid, "becauseit'ametbat's
under fire here and not the Council.
But I think that's it's weird that the
prosecution has to dig into last semester 10 find things to qualify for
impeachment. It shows that Student
Council is willing to retain someone
like me thorough an entire year, and
then dump me at the end, which I
think is really sh· ... So the projection I get is Ihat I'm good enough to
dosomething,butthall'malsogood
enough to boot at the end ofthe year
... One has to bedrawn 10 fact that the
first meeting I miss all semester, this
happened ... I'm really saddened by
this whole thing. We need to learn to
talktoeachother."Healsostaledthat
in terms of last semester's mishaps,
he does feel he did not do as well as
he could have, but thai he talked to
Crowell briefly, she asked him to
pick things up and he did so.
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs Alys Spensley '01 also came

said that he went on: "In this case,
to Polychronopoulos'sdefense, statI don't really think it's amaner of ing that he has improved and has
political responsibility he's ab- continued to do his job in terms of
stained from, but I think it's a elections despite the impeachment
matter of personal conflict. I think
hearing.
the tone at the meeting when the
Sophomore Class Representeimpeachment was brought up was . rive Erica Trinder '03 then made a
alittlespiteful ... ttnlnkthatthreatstatement. "Iknowldon'ttalkalot
in
ens the whole group, nOI just
Student Council," she said, "but I
George personally, but the whole
have been disturbed because there
structure of the group."
has been an air of hostility at the past
The rebuttal section then be- two meetings :.. in just the way that
gan. Hamilton stated that he did this was brought up,like 'Hey, let's
not feel that he had an idea of what impeach somebody, it will be a lotof
was going on within the Student
fun' ... Georgehasimproved,andthe
Life committee at all. He also reo decision to impeach didn't take that
ferred to a statement made by into consideration."
Polychronopoulos in last week's
Sbayla Myers '02 spoke in
CoJlegianabouttheCouncil,where
Polychronopoulos's
defense as a
he said, "Student Council doesn't
memberofhiscommillee. She stated
do (anything about the issue] be·
lhattheelection advertisingwasconcause it's apathetic. Siudent
sislent with the last few years. Sbe
Council is 85 apathetic 10 students
said that he had apologized 10 the
as students are to it." Hamilton committee for his actions at the end
said that he took tbat "as apersonal
of last semester and more Ihan made
affront."
up for them with his improvement
Coppins then brought up is- this semester. She also expressed
sues from the end of first semester
wariness as to the timing ofthe hear·
relatedtoPolychronojXlulos'slack
ing, saying it is "in a lot of ways,
negligible, since the Trustee dinner
is. in two days ... and also in the
middle of elections."
After otber testimonies, the
hearings moved to concluding remarks. Coppins spoke again for the
prosecution, saying, "I am glad to
hear the things are better ... I was
not aware of some of the good
things."
As the vote approached, FirstYear Council
Representative
Caroline Cowan '04 reminded the
Council, .. When we're voting, I
really think we need
think about
what this is going to accomplish."
In closing, Polychronopoulos
simply said, "This is important to
'-te'1
me," and empbasized the imporBrill, It to Pok MIIiJ
'U "tid /I, bGJ< /I, 11114.1JJpIt!
tance of communication
among
W. ~
inptIdin, IUId .It/ppillg <__
n.
Student
Council
members.
The
1558 Coshoc1on Avenue
_~
.... ...Council voted
not to impeach
Mounl Vcmoo,OH 43050
~, C&NTEAS Of' AMIRCA
Polychronopoulos.
74.3
0 92.6245
We Ship An:!'thing.Anywhere!

Polychronopoulos's trial began
immediately afterwards. In making
opening statements for the prosecution,Foyemphasizedtheirnportance
of accountability. "The fact that we
have been unable 10 proceed as a
council based on several neglects of
office is something we need to address," she said. "We need to think
about why we got tothis point and
how we're going to move past that."
Coppins brought upthe issue of
Sunday's Council meeting, when
budgets were decided. The problem
arosewhenitcametonew,yet-to-be
approvedorganizalionswhosubmittedbudgets.Coppinsneededtoknow
if the organizations had been approved
by
Student
Life.
Polychronopoulos was absent from
the meeling, so the Council was unable to consider them.
Coppins also addressed poohlems with this year's round of
elections, including apparenllack of
advertising.Hisclaimwasthatitwas
becauseofthisthatsofew
people ran
for positions during the first run of
elections. It isofinterest to note that
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Amazing What
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McKnight found guilty on firearms burglary charge
Gregory McKnight, indicted last month in the deaths of Kenyon College student Emily Murray and
Gregory Julicus, was convicted lasrThursday on an unrelated burglary charge in Vinton County courthouse.
In the case, McKnight was accused of helping two friends he identified as Trevor and Quan, steal three
firearms from a neighbor's house.
McKnight, 24, was found guilty of complicity to burglary and receiving stolen property. The trial took
place after a State Highway Patrol trooper found two rifles and a shotgun in the back of McKnight's car during
an October 11 crash sustained by McKnight in Vinton County.
In December, deputies served the warrant for burglary at the home of McKnight and his wife Kathy in
Vinton County. Upon serving the warrant investigators discovered the car 01 then-missing Kenyon student
Emily Murray. After a warrant wasobtained investigatorsdiscovered
the body of Murray and laterthe remains
of Julious.
McKnight was indicted last month on murder charges in relation to both of these deaths.

Knox County jury acquits Dillingham in snowball case
A jury acquitted DJ. Dillingham '01 last Thursday of a charge stemming from January's snowball.
throwing fracas, a Mount Vernon Municipal Court clerk said.
Dillingham said the prosecution'sevidence
was weak and that the jury took about eight minutes 10 render
.its 'not guilty' verdict after a long period of jury selection and the trial.
Dillingham had been charged with disorderly conduct persisting, a misdemeanor. Sheriff's deputies had
arrested. six people after a drunken snowball fight outside the New Apartments on the early morning of January
27 broke out into what authorities called a "riot."
Dillingham said he was watching the arrest of Mati hew Smith '01 from a distance of "at least SO yards"
in front of Bexley 115 when a sheriffs deputy approached him.
"He said 'you need to go inside right now,'" Dillingham said.
"I said 'I'm not doing anything wrong, I'm not part of the problem. This is my apartment right here-which was kind of a lie, I'm friends with all the people who live there and spend a lot of time there."
"He said 'you're under arrest."
"What Idon't understand is why the prosecutor didn't throw it out months ago," Dillingham said.
The acquittal came at a cost: Dillingham said he faced $1500 in attorney's fees.

Collegian addresses formal charges of bias and defamation
On April 16 Mike McHaney '02 filed a formal complaint against The Kenyon Collegian, claiming that
the news article published in the April 12 issue entitled "McHaney presents two images to voters"was biased
and defamatory. The Kenyon Collegian held that, since no information in the article was false, McHaney's
charge of defamation was unfounded.
In a meeting mediated by Director of Student Activities Claudine Grunenwald Kirschner, McHaney, his
advisor, Professor of Political Science Kirk Emmert, Collegian representatives Editors in Chief Sarah Hart
'01 and Eric Harbcrson '01 and Managing EditorGii Reyes '01 discussed the role of the Collegian in campus
elections.
According to the Collegian, its unwritten policy is toconfinn all information with the source. In the case
of articles covering elections, the Collegian does not run newl y-discovered information without verifyingany
questionable facts and giving the candidate in question the opportunity to reply.
The Collegian made their policy regarding news articles and the coverage of any student clear to
McHaney and claimed they held to this policy when writing the news article in question. It was agreed that
the Collegian would formally add their policy to the Collegian charter.
.

Student arrested after altercation with local deputies
Sheriffs deputies arrested an apparently intoxicated student early Saturday morning. The student squirted
a security officer in the face with a water pistol and sprinted from the authorities after being hit with pepper spray,
Knox County Sheriff David Barber said.
Around 3 a.m. on Saturday morning, security guards driving on the South campus near the athletic fields saw
Timothy Lloyd '02 walking, said Dan Werner, director
Security and Safety. They stopped and asked Lloyd
to identify himself. They called the Sheriff's office after Lloyd, who ap~ared drunk, refused, Werner said.
After deputies AlDexter and David Shaffer arrived, Lloyd squirted a Kenyon security officer in the face with
a water pistol and also squirted a deputy, Barber said. After a warning, the deputies fired pepper spray at Uoyd,
who dropped the gun and ran, Barber said. The deputies caught him quickly, Werner said.
Barber said Lloyd resisted deputies' attempts to handcuff him. The deputies could smell alcohol and said
Lloyd was speaking incoherently, Barber said.

ot

The security officer who was sprayed, Dan Turner, was examined in a hospital as a precaution. Barber-cited
as precedent acase in which people were squirted with LSD·laced water at a Grateful Dead concert. Lloyd's gun
held just water, Barber said.
Lloyd was jailed and charged with resisting arrest and disorderly conduct persisting, both misdemeanors.
He posted bail, appeared in court on Tuesday and faces a jury trial June 7. Lloyd declined comment.

-ELECTION
SENATE SECRETARY.

RunolF:

Mike McHaney
Rob Passmore

RESULTS--

JUNIOR SENATE REP:
lindsey Babik
JUNIOR STUDENT COUNCH. REP:

STUDENT LECfURESHIPS:

Jessica D'Ardenne

Tom Susman

SENIOR ClASS PRESIDENT - Runoff:
Ruth Crowell
Phil Stephenson

SOPHOMORE CLASS PRESIDENT.
Caroline Cowan
Jesse Spencer

RaDOlf:

SOPHOMORE SENATE REP· Runolf:
SENIOR SENATE REP:

John Spragens

Winston Sale

Ken Moore

SENIOR STUDENT COUNCIL REP:

SOPHOMORE STUDENT COUNCIL REP. Runolf:

James Greenwood

Stephanie Cutls
Dan Kight

JUNIOR ClASS PRESIDENT:
Phillip Ross

"Runoff polls opend IOdDy and wiN continue undl '""'"
Sunday. Finlll results will be rele4sed by C""""iL
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Bank: future uncertain
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
Thecommitteewasmadeupof
people from different parts of the
Collegecommunity who would provide useful insight and perspectives.
"I picked some folks that are
kind of all over the board," said
Zipp. "Students from each class (except seniors), staff members that
would be involved with that sort of
th ing.1 asked some different folks in
Student Affairs for names of some
students that can kind of 'think out
of the box' and really come up with
some creative ideas. In terms of
faculty, we gave a real hard look at
those that live close by, figuring that
they might be our village community voice as well as that of the
Kenyon community."
Zipp cited a number of important factors that must be considered
when making plans for the building.
"Given the location of the old
bank, we have to take a look at
what's in town, what competition
we are going to create for the College, for the town, those sorl of
things," said Zipp. "II probably
wouldn't make a whole lot of sense
to put a used bookstore in there, for
instance, when the Bookstore isright
across the street."
The building itself was purchased by the College in 1998 for
approximately5175,OOO, following

a decision by the People's Bank of
Gambier to move to a newly-con.
slructed facility.
'The importance of the bank
building's central location as well
as the College's desire 10 'protect'
theambianceoftheViIlageofGam.
bierwere two important reasons for
the College's keen interest in the
site," said Dean of Students Donald
Omahan in an interview with the
Collegian in November 1998.
At that time President Rob
Oden acknowledged that the placement of Human Resources in that
building was only temporary, fitting with current plans to move the
department to the new Eaton Center .
Ideas concerning possible reincarnations
of the facility are
widely varying.
"I'm juS! looking for big items
right now," said Zipp. "We talked
about things like an eatery, a black
box theater, administrative offices,
student offices., a campus lounge,
thosetypes~fbigthings.
Weweren't
getting that specific yet on purpose.
I just want to see how the community is thinking."
Zipp said that the committee
for the redevelopment of the building would probably not "really start
10 take off" until sometime near the
beginning of next semester.

Tiger case reopened
with new evidence
DANIELCONNOLLY
Senior News Reporter
The U.S. Department of Agriculture
has opened
a second
investigation
of Gambier's Siberian
Tiger
Conservation
Association.
The investigation was opened
"recently" for "possible violations
of the animal welfare act," said
Jim Rogers, a USDA spokesman.
He would not provide more detail.
"II's not the result of any incidents," said Columbus attorney
Richard Rogovin, who represents
tiger-handler Diana Cziraky. "No
one was injured." He declined to
comment further.
Knox County Sheriff David
Barber said he was not aware of
any recent bites at the facility,
which had been owned by Diana
Cziraky and her estranged husband
David Cziraky.
The backyard zoo a few miles
away from Kenyon allows visitors
to pet its tigers and lions for a 535
fee.
The USDA said in December
thatlO'people
were bitten in 2000
and that the zoo's trainers were
. incompetent.
Cziraky could face heavy fines
and the loss of her exhibitor's license.
In February and March, hearingson thoseaUegationstookplace
before an administrative law judge
in Columbus. A ruling might come
in Mayor June.
The facility appears likely to
survive for some time. Rogovin

- said he is prepared to appeal the
case to federal court. The facility
would be able to stay open while
appeals are pending, Rogers said.
In February, the zoo shifted
its property titles to a newly created company in Delaware, the
Siberian Tiger Conservation Association.
"We· have leased the tigers
back to her," Rogovln said. "She
is exhibiting them under her own
license as an independent
contractor."
The Czirakys owe hundreds
ofthousands of dollars, some of it
due to court judgement
against
them stemming from their role in
running a fraudulent real estate
deal several years ago, according
to court records and creditor
Michael Hartmus. The Czirakys
filed for bankruptcy on Aprill,
1998.
When asked if the new company was created to prevent Diana
Cziraky's assets from creditors,
Rogovin said, "No. We brought
in new people and started a new
organization.
II's not uncommon
to start a new company and start
out freSlf." He said the new company, a non-profit, is applying for
irs own USDA license.
Two former Foundation employees,
Barbara
Como
of
Columbus and David Yocum of
Gambier, alleged in February that
the Czirakys spent thousands of
dollars on personal items in 2000
while assuring visitors and contributors that all money went to
the care of the tigers.
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AT!(ENYON
Thurs. 26Ih . • 1J'cruRF., RIOlARD !lAEHR: "1sRAa AT53"
Ascension 220, 11:10 a.m.
• SFORIS: MEN's TENNIS VS. OHIO WESlEYAN
New Tennis Courts, 3:30 p.m.

OUNDOHlO
THE LIVE WIRE
Fri. 27th

• SUOE 1'RFsENJxnON: 0Aun1A Ess!lNGEJc "STILIiMOV!NG !MAG"'''

P....UL BROWN,Dick's Den. 2417 N. High St., Columbus

Higley Auditorium, 7 p.m.
&apMn

Fri. 27m

Sat 28m

fl- atOlinhtGalkry

• CoNCE1U: KENmN f.w.y MusIC 1'.NsEMBI.E RrorAL
Storer Recital Hall, 8 pm.
• WORSHIP: HA>ooUKf PARISHHolY CoMMuNIoN
Olln:h of the Holy Spiri~12:15 p.m.
• DINNFR: SHABIlAT DiNNER
Harroun Parish House, 5 p.m.
• 1J'cruRF., TODD JIJENGUNG:"TIMES!'REsENT, TIMES PASP.
TRADIDIONALMUSIC OF KNox Courm, OHIo"
Bemis Music Room ~
2xxl, 7 pm.
• 1J'cruRF., SaFNa &NUC11'AR WAR:AN.As!AN 1'ERsPEcnvE
Higley Auditorium, 7 pm.
• CoNCE1U: lJz S11.N SE>I!oR VOICE RFaoo.
Storer Recital Hall, 8 pm.
• FnM: l1ABE: PK; IN 11fE CnY
Higley Auditorium, 8 pm.
• SUMMERSENoOFF
Ransom Lawn, 1- 11:30 pm.

• WAIJ(

lOR

Sat. 28th

Moll.

30th

F I)(ATION

In record stores May rst
DFsnNY, OmD, Survivor
MwssA E1HIlIDGE, SInn

EDEN's CRua!, l'op=s
joHNNY!IAJmlAN, SiT
OJFF Hn1Js, &S«ing Y..
N""""""",
T....... Two WfnOI.

BRYANT, CIouJ.Il:&w MuQc
Sn!vm NIC<S, TmMbkin ~lA
Sourn 65, Dm1m lArgo
S!mJly

v....

!'REEIx».l

BFEC, 10 a.m.
• SroIm: WOMEN's 1.Iao!iE vs. 0BawN
WOmeris Soccer Pmaia: Pelds, 12 pm,
• SroKrs: SornwL vs. HIRAM <::.ouIGE
WOmeris SofibaD Fidds, 1 pm.
• FnM: TarS1ORY2
Higley Auditorium, 8 pm.
• JEWISH 0lAFr DAY
Gaftea-, 2-4 pm.
• CoNCE1U: KNox 0xJNIY S>MMJNY AND KENYct< 0JMMuNny 0KlIR
Roose Hall, 8:15 pm.
• FnM:"THE DFcAi.oGuE": A FnM SEmFs
Higley Audirorium, 10:15 pm.
• 1J'cruRF., KEvIN DANAHER: "OJIU'ORIillONS ARE GoNNA GET YOUR
MOMMA: GlDIWJZ<lIONAND 1lIE DowNstzING OF 1lIE
AMeucIN 1lIlmr
Higley Auditorium, 7:30 pm.

Tues.1"

• I>Fsm<r AND DIswi!acJN
Snowden MlIltiadmrnl Cen.." 8 pm.
• CoNCE1U: 1<ENmNa-S11lING~

W<d2nd

Storer R<ciW Hall, 8 pm.
• SroIm: 1lAIfJw.l vs, MA1DNE <::.ouIGE

MtCIosI<q FicId, Ipm.
• 1'orn<v: Rum JEISEN
Peim: Lounge, 4: 10 pm.
• WORSHIP: HA1muRr PARISHHOlY CoMMuNIoN
Qum:h of the Holy S~ 5pm.
• CoNCE1U: 0BawN <::.ouIGE 0J!lJ<;wM MUSIC OIOIR
Oum:h of the Holy Spiri~8 pm.
• FnM:APootLmENow
Higley Auditorium, 10 pm.

DmEcr

Mn.KBoNE EDDIE, Big Daddy's, 45 Vine Sr., Colwnbus
ERic SOLOMON, Plank's on Broadway. 4022 Broadway, Grove City
THE REGANoMlcs, Flannagan's, 6835 Caine Rd., Dublin
TREE HUGGIN' HIPPIES, Big Daddys, 45 Vine St., Columbus
CHROME,Flannagan's 6835 Caine Rd., Dublin
THE SUSAN',High Beck, 564 S. High SL, Columbus
MARBwID.n, The Dub Pub, 5736 Frama Rd., Dublin
DAVEWEINSTOCK, Dick's Den. 2417 N. High Sr .• Columbus
THE SIGNAL,Shorrys, 1884 Tamarack Circle, Columbus

AURAL

KoIrosing Gap ThiI, 8:30 a.m.
• BFECCoMMuNrrvSauEs: "OHIo's N.<ruIw.ARw"

Sun. 29th

ZERORAIN, High Beck, 564 S. High St., Columbus

THE REEL WORLD
Movies Opening Tomorrow
• THE DIsH (Billie Brown, Roy Billing, Taylor Kane, Genedve Mooy. Kevin Harrington)
Way before NASA's mission co the moon, scieneisrs from the United Statts were working
with those &om Australia to dcvdop a revolutionary satellite system. This movie puts a
winy spin on one of the maG- significant events in scientific history. Rated PG-l3.

• DRIVEN (Sylvester Stallone. Bun Reynolds. Kip Pardue, Gina Gershon, Til Schweiger)

Troubled rookie race car driver Timmy Bly is faced with complications from love affairs
nearly-fatal crashes in his attempt to recover his career. He is finally pined against three

to

other professional driVCII and must put his own experience: to the test. Rated PG-13.
• TOWN AND CoUNTRY (Warren Beatty. Diane Keaton. Andie MacDowdl. Garry
Shandling, Goldie Hawn) A wdl-known N~ York architect is faced with many choices
about the relationships in his life. and often chooses the wrong ones. This comedy
examines the decisions he makes and the consequences for everyone lU'Oundhim. Rated R.
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Sunmer Send Off 2001
~1UIlIlAY.

AMD. 28, 1 - 11:30

r...

B.w> SQ£w.E

:•

:
•

•

:
:

Yves Jeon Band, 1 • 2:30
Dealer Takes 4, 2:50 • 3:50

:
:

:

Cipher Divine, 4:10 - 5:10

:

•
••
:

Lonehawk, 5:30 - 6:50
Colonel Catastrophe, 7:10 - 8:30
Toots ond the Maytols, 9 - 11:30

••

:

Moonbounce, 2 - 6

:

Inflatable Obstacle Course, 2 - 6

:

Papa John's pizza on sale
Free cotton candy, popcorn, soda

••
•
•

•

AcnvruFs

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS TO GoRDON UMBARGER AT UMBARGERG@KENYON.EDU
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Chris Barth, P.F. Kluge

Voted off the Council
Oftbe many problems with Studelll Council's recent impeachment trials, the most disturbing is the shoddy, incomplete, uninformed and unresearched evidence that was presented. Especially
in the case of Polychrcnopoutos, prosecuting members did not seem
to grasp even the most basic facts about his performance in the
spring semester as Vice-President of Student Life. In fact, they reacted with surprise when presented with defending evidence by
members of the Student Life Committee. Why were those members
so intent on Polychronopoulos' impeachment so insufficiently prepared? Why didn't these members of Student Council care enough
to do their homework and present a well-researched case against
Potychronopoulos?

As if the capricious nature of the prosecution wasn't a great
enough blow to the integrity of the Council, the decision was made
to hold these trials with barely three weeks left in the semester. If
the prosecuting members had been serious about ensuring the quality of the performances of Council members, they should have addressed their grievances with Polychronopoulos in the fall semester
when those grievances were still relevant and could have resulted
in reaJ, positive change. But they did not. They chose instead to
attempt to make a symbolic gesture that would signify notbing.
This is a clear-cut case of personal bias and conflict run amok.
A few Student Council members with an axe to grind used their
power
in an cnd-of-the-school-year
attempt
to slap
Polycbronopoulos in the face. As first-year representative Jesse
Spencer stated, "I think the tone of the meeting when the impeachment was brought up was a little spiteful." Senior Class President
Aaron Hamilton '01 seemed to confirm Spencer's claim by noting
that he took Polychronopoulos' criticism of student government as
a "personal affront."
One interesting point to note in relation to this is that throughout the year, many members of the Student Council have made similar remarks within the meetings, yet no one has ever expressed feelings of these comments as a "personal affront." For example, at tbe
March 28 meeting senior representative Elizabeth Foy '01 criticized Student Council: "We don't do anything." At the time no one
spoke up as taking offense at this comment.
The Student Council members behind the impeachments have
abused their power. They have allowed personal and political differences to dictate their decisions as elected officials. At best, Kenyon
has once again been offered by our own Student Council a mockery
of true self-government. At worst, we have seen our legislative system corrupted by a politically-motivated
game of Survivor.
Polychronopoulos was the unpopular member, and so an attempt
was made to vote him off the council. But Student Council shouldn't
be a game.
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The opinion page is a space for members of the communily 10 discuss issues relevanl
10the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on Ihis page belong only
10the writer. Columns and jeners to Ihe edilors do not reflect lhe opinionsofthe Kerry01l
Collegian staff. All members of the community are welcome 10 express opinions
lhrough a leiter 10tbe editors. The Kenyon Collegian reserves Ihe righlto edil alliellers
submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or
pseudonymous jeuers. leiters must be signed by individuals, not organizalions, and
must be 200wordsor less. leiters must also be received no laterthanthe Tuesday prior
10 publication. The Kerry01l Collegian prinls as many leiters as possible each week
subject 10space, interest and Ippropriateness. Members of !he editorial board TCSCl'le
the righttnreject any submission. The views expressed illlbe paperdo IIOtnecessarily
reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Phil Hands

Mind versus body in Simpson skating debacle
SAMANTHA SIMPSON
Senior Staff Columnist

wanted my body to do what my
By the time Iwalked onto the
dance
floor in my hip-hop
I
mind told it to do. And my mind
said, "Dance." The Danswers C0had remembered my tumble(s) at
I lived inside my mind for operative performance took place
Skateland a million times-and
nearly a year, and it was bliss. Abthis past weekend, and Iwas an enfrom different angles, How could I
solute bliss. This collegiate lifestyle
thusiastic participant. Igot music. I keep time with the music when (lost
has given me the opportunity to got rhythm.At least Ithought Idid.
control during that catchy Ricky
wander through the pastures of my During the dress rehearsal,
I Martin tune? The bass of the Jay-Z
green brain and make profound diswatched more experienced dancers
song started to pump, and Icouldn't
coveries about literature and socl- slip easily into splits and leap into
hear myself thinking about my
ety.And while 1 leisurely journeyed
various positions. It looked easy,
clumsy body anymore. 1had to stop
through my mind, I conveniently
and it looked fun. They seemed to thinking about the more experiforgot that Ihave a body. Iate and I catch tbe music of Disney or
enced dancers and their ability to
slept expecting my cumbersome
Marilyn Manson and bend their
twirl circles around me onany day
body to follow the orders of my bodies to the beats without any difof the week. Just slop thinking about
powerful, sophisticated mind.
ficulty.
it
This poisonous deceptionIwatched them, and I realized
One-two, cha-cha-cha. Step,
and I blame evil neo-Platonismwith horror that there wasn't enough
turn, down, booty bounce four
carried me through weeks of class manipulative technique in the world times. Down, out, in, spin, pause,
before it dropped me flat on my to convince me that my body was
spin, one-two, bop, bop--that was
fanny in front of a bunch of sassy, capable of those skills. I couldn't
the bard move.
hy~ractive kids at Skateland. Iwas even stand up on the skates! How
I'm not sore how 1looked out
excited, and Itold my body that it was Igoing to perfonn?
there; Idon't even remember what
was going to skate. I remembered
My mind continued to balk on
sort of face Iwas making when I
skating from third grade, and Iex- Sunday, the day of the performance.
faced rbe crowd of people in front
pected my body-now 70 pounds
I tried to study furiously while I of me. Ijust danced, counting out
heavier-to remember skating, too. waited backstage for my piece 10 beats under my breatb--one-two,
It was so easy in my mind. Iplanned
begin. If Icouldn't master my cor- three-four, five-six, seven-eight and
on whizzing across the rink, keep.
poreal self, by God, I was going to so on until 1realized that. was having time witb the music, and doing get smart. It was quiet chaos backing fun. Mind and body were worktriple axels in old-school roller
stage, with the otherdancersadjustU1g together.
skates.
ing their costumes, remembering
Idid something physical withI realized that my mind and their steps and peeking around corout tbe benefit of a sore fanny and
body were at war when I put on ners to watch performances. Itried
injured pride, True,"] will not be
those old-school skates and at- to see who was in the audience. God
conquering 'the dance department
tempted to stand. I made it out to forbid any of my professors see my with my pbat hip-bop moves. Howthe floor somehow and tripped
fourfold booty bounce, I couldn't
ever,. believe that my body and my
around the rink, gripping the wall see, and Ifigured it was all for the
mind can and will collaborate on
whenever J could. Kids with pudgy
best. The other dancers in my piece
certain projects, granted that Ido not
tummies and shiny, candy-stained
didn't seem so nervous. They put
fool myself into believing that Ican
cheeks did all the things Ithought I on their makeup--and their hairfly or roller skate or build houses in
was capable of doing. I got angry and they practiced line dance moves
a 24-hour period. Ijust bad to stop
when Imade a boom on the wood
in front of the mirrors. One-two,
believing that one was better than
three- four, five-six, seven-eigbt,
floor in front of all of those pre-adothe other.
lescents lounging in the cut. I mean, easy as pie.
I study theory.end there I was, snuggling to stand in roller skates during a Ricky Martin song.
Europe $199 one way. Mexico/CarIbbean or .
My body won this round. TWo
Central America $250 round trip plus tax.
falls and innumerable slips and jerks
Other world wide destinations cheap. If you
caused me to realize that I couldn't
invest all my passion in the work of
can beat these prices start your own clarno
my brain alone.
airlinel Book Tickets online ........ slrtech.com
After I made tbe shocking disor call toll free (877)AlRTECH
covery that my mind and body are
not one and the same, I was determined to make them match, •
BY
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Overworked staff detrimental to College
-

BY BRIGID SUI'KA

--

Guest Columnist

Kenyon has once again
proven that it is willing to cut corners financially at the expense of
keeping quality staff at the college. This time the administration
is willing to exploit Debe Clark,

lite costume shop manager for the
Dance and Drama department.
Her position is easily one of the
mo,,( important on campus as
only she makes it possible for
hundreds of students a year to
participate in dance and drama. It
is also the most easily abused position. Ms. Clark is nor part of a
union, as secretaries and maintenance workers are, but only protected by the college, who has
failed in their duty to respect one
of their employees.
Ms. Clark, originally one of
three part time workers in the costume shop, DOW handles the 60
hours of work accomplished per
week. When on part time pay, the
Dance and Drama department
compensated Ms. Clark from their
funds, making her pay comparable
to a 4O-bour week job. This past
year, Ms. Clark was "promoted"
and given a 213 position. Since she
was now on salary, she could no
longer receive extra pay from the
department. Ms. Clark's income
dropped 40 percent because of her
"promotion." Technical Director
Andy Johns has tbe.8ame job, bu'l
in the scene shop, working with

LEI II [(,10
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different material, but requiring
equal <:J:utput.This male supervisor receives full-time salary.
With a 213 position, Ms. Clark
is paid for 26 hours a week for the
weeks school is in session. Ms.
Clark works at least'40 hours a
week all through the semester as
well as over October Break,
Thanksgiving
Break, Spring
Break and four weeks of Winter
Break. Her total hours worked
during the school year are about
1400. Ms. Clark is compensated
for 800 of those hours. Ms. Clark
bad worked a total of 800 hours
by early February. Her work for
February, March, April and May
is being done without compensation. This includes the show £1
Grande de Coca-Cola and Spring
Dance '01, as well as the hours
she spends making the purple
hats for President Oden and the
trustees.
Ms. Clark does the three faculty department shows staged in
the Boltoo Theatre. Many are
"period" plays, l.e. not in the current time, so costumes cannot be
bought and then altered (as was
done for The Water Children) but
built from scratch. Othello, witb
a cast of 25, took about 450
hours 10 make. Ms. Clark also
builds all of the costumes for the
department dance concerts. This
spring, Assistant Professor of·
Dance Balinda Craig1Juijada allowed more dances and dancers
than the already high number, so

[I)lIO[{

Poulin decries messy path
Sunday,April22wasM;ddlePalh
Day. This was aday sctBdebusstu-dents to cleanup oorbeautiful ~
in order to show &:me pide in and respect bo.nurroundiull'
Surely,""
people "PP'J""I oflhe <loI, regonIIess
of whethtt or not they had Ihe time or
inclination to (XU1idpote tbemicJvf&
Not surprisingly, only a handful of people showed up to pick
up the fitter on our campus. What
was surprising was the amouot of
cleaning up after other people we
did. Scouring the area around
Middle Path and the nearby buildings from Ransom to the north
face of Old Kenyon, we managed
to pick up approximately
30
pounds of garbage in less than

.1from tbt JltptbJ 01 ~bio
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three hours. Most of it was cigarette butts, aI.thougb we did find
larger diacaIded objects thai contributed to tbe weighL
Ironically, the places in need
of the mosc aJ!entiOD were in the
immediate vicinity of ash trays and
garbage QUlS. Evidently, the significant litter problem at our school
is nol due primarily to ineonveniently located means of disposal,
but,,-to student apoIby and laziness. It's really not dif6cu1t to put

your galbage where everybody else
doesn't have 10 see it, Ploase consider using ash trays, garbage cans
and m:ycling bios.
-Brian Poulin '03

VOICl

Ms. Clark is currently building
or altering 75 costumes. Then Assistant Professor of Drama and designer Marta Penaranda decided
to have her students design the
dance pieces; therefore
Ms.
Clark must also spend time
leaching them about construction of a costume. The promise
that "Ihis time, the concert will
be constructed
from stock instead of entirely anew" fell
through yet again. And recently,
Professors
of Drama
Tom
Turgeon,
Jon Tazewell
and
Harlene Marley have presented
a season for 2001-2002 in which
all three plays are medium 10
large-cast period pieces. Next
year Ms. Penaranda will be on
leave. Guess who takes up the
slack.
Ms. Clark, who has no
power 10 argue with Ihe administrators and faculty of the College, has been taken advantage
of in her vulnerability. As Ms.
Clark's friend, I would wish her
to resign immediately and discontinue this increasing abuse of
time, money and talent. Though
many other students and I love
her dearly, I'd rather see her
leave than continue under these
appalling conditions.

II
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Trial should disturb students
On Tuesday, the Kenyon
College Student Council convened as a court of Impeachment,
determining the political futures
of George Polychronopoulos '02
and Adam Exline '01. While Ihe
articles for which these members were tried can be debated
and discussed, a prerequisite for
such public colloquy is public
knowledge. However, Council
offered the students of Kenyon
no notification of the impeachment or bearing before itocccred
and through such oversight, ignored
both its duty as a
representative legislature and the
liberal democratic tradition of
public notification and the popular "right to' know."
While one can argue that a
Council representative is also a
governmental
trustee and full
public involvement is therefore
undesirable, popular ignorance
is nonetheless a threat. Indeed,
democratic
society survives
only through public knowledge
and agency: when the people
are uninformed,
they cannot
check the powers of Ihe legislature. Thus, when Congress

adjourns, a representative
announces the dale and time 0
the next session. Though the
United States Senatorial
deliberation of former President
Bill Clinton's
impeachment
occurred in executive session,
the people still knew of Ihe
trial and articles. In the recent
political campaigns at Kenyon,
many candidates promised to
represent their constituencies:
a task which requires that the
community
is informed. Action other than this does nol
represent the people and supports
only
governmental
hegemony.
At best, one can perceive
this lackofinformation
as negligence of the duty to inform
and in turn represent. At worst
one is tempted
to ponder
whether Council attempted to
avoid public scrutiny by net
informing the public of the impeachment
heariog
and
articles. Either perspective a
this egregious oversight should
disturb the student body.
-Robbie

Ketcham

'04
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Crowell explains publicity of impeachment
Admist all the chaos surrounding the Student Council
impeachment hearings, lies the
question: Why were these proceedings not publicized? I apologize for the short notice of tbe
open heariogs Tuesday evening,
however the decision to open the
hearings hinged on the wishes of
the those members who were
impeached. Iwas unable to con-

tact Exline and Polycbronopolous
prior to the meeting. Five minutes
before the hearings Igained per"
mission
from
Exline
and
Polychronopolous
to open the
hearing. With this knowledge, the
Council then voted to open the
meeting. My apologies for the
short notice; however, in my eslimation the concerns of the
impeached needed to be consid-

.ered above all. The Student Body

definitely had a right to bow all
the proceedings
of Student
Council, however due the personal nature of an impeachment
hearing, it was important that the
wishes of the impeached were
respected.
-Ruth E. Crowell <02
Student Council Prcsidcot

Students must make their own decisions
I am a non-smoker; I bate
the smell of cigarettes. Several
months ago my grandfather
died
of lung
cancer-he
smoked for 40 years. I believe
smokers make a poor personal
decision with every cigarette.
Again, I believe that people
who smoke are making a poor
personal decision.
I realize
however, tbat it's their deci-

sions, not mine.
Restricting
smoking
at
Kenyon is a mistake. Ask a senior heading
to the "real
world" what the most significant lesson they learned here
was. They won't tell you anything about political science,
economics,
chemistry
or anthropology.
They'd probably
say that they learned about life.

I'm not arguing

that smoking
is not a bad decision. My argument is that by taking away
the freedom to make bad decisions, you are preventing
us
from learning. For most of our
lives we have lived with our
parents and by tbeir rules and
restrictions.
Now we need to
learn to function without eaternallimits
and rulcs.
I implore tbe administration and senate at Kenyon not
to treat fU"studcnts
lite chit·
dren. You uc not opr pareDtS.
We have sbown tbat we can
learn from our mistakes. If wc
couldn't, then we would never
have made it here. Lot us mate
bad decisions so tbat we can
learn from tbem. This is our
time 10 learn and grow from
our own bad deci.io8S.
We
know tbat our decisiODI hoe
consequences
.•• but if ,ou
don °t let us learn from au OWD
mistakes, what are we lOiqto
do wheD youOre Dot UCMlIld?

8

Rojas provides a retrospective

on Kenyon life
hoi laws. Parties are different
here. It is rare to see someone
very drunk at home. I also don't
understand fraternities. Why do
you need them? I still don't understand where they come from.
Why are people so eager to get
into them? Even though I have
friends in fraternities and respect
them very much, I don't find any
interest in belonging to a group
that creates such an artificial relationship. I didn't understand
all the themes at parties they
would throw. We would never
do that at home, but it turned out
to be a lot of fun.

BY STEPHANIE CUTTS
StaffWrirc:r
Ana Rojas will soon be ending her first trip to the United
States. She will return to her native Costa Rica after having
studied at Kenyon for a year. Her
enthusiasm about what Kenyon
has to offer is refreshing 'to hear.
Her comments serve as a good
reminder of what we all are so
lucky 10 have at Kenyon.
As traveling always does to
people, her view of the foreign
land has changed much since she
has been here. Kenyon has delighted her as a host in the United
States. She has some interesting
things 10 say about our home to
which we are so accustomed.
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Ana Rojas, an international student from Costa Rica, discussesher
experiences during her year study at Kenyon.

TKC:
Has your view of the
United States changed?

status. In Costa Rica people
struggle so much to get a visa and
come here to work and pay their
debts back home. They don't realize life can also be difficult here. I
have visited friends in really rich
families, but Ialso spent Thanksgiving in a trailer park. We think
all Americans are extremely rich,
that is not the reality. Even though
poor people here are richer than
the poor in my country, life is
much more expensive here. One
U.S. dollar is equivalent to 320
colones. I can get a full meal at a
cafeteria for one U.S. dollar and it
is good. There is also not so much
pressure to buy things at home.
We don't have so many catalogs
and stores.

TKC: How has the United States
idealized. Going to the States is changed you?
synonymous
with
making
AR: It has opened my eyes to all
money. It is not that easy though.
the things you can do in the world.
The image of this country is that
Ilearned a lotaboul myself. Ican
it has endless resources to give
do
anything Iwant and meet rescholarships and financial aid,
ally
nice people anywhere. Ican
but it is not quite like that. People
have
fun anywhere without my
in Costa Rica think that money
grows on trees in the U.S., but I family and friends. It has made
more open minded. There are so
have seen a lot of poverty and
many
opportunities here to work,
unequal treatment of people acstudy,
travel or just stay at home.
cording to their race or economic

AR: Before my view was very
TKC: What has surprised you the
most?

AR: How women behaved struck
me. In my country women are
controlled by their families more.
Girls always live with a member
of the family. If they move to
another city they will stay with a
relative. They do not live on their
own. It is not encouraged for girls
. to travel abroad, like me coming
to the U.S. People think corrupting things will happen to them.
Also, people are allowed to have
whatever opinion they want. If
you are in class and you hated the
book read for class, you say you
hated the book. It is okay. Your
grade or people's opinion of you
isn't changed. At home it is much
more restricted.
TKC: What is your impression of
Kenyon?

AR: The school is so beautiful.

other small colleges in the U.S.
came to visit, and were so surprised with the variety here. All
the people are so nice here, all the
friends I've made. Ikeep on meeting people.
I get tired from
meeting new people all the time.
People also complain so much
here, just about the food sometimes. But, the food has so much
variety here.There's so much food
you have everyday that is considered a special treat at home
because it issoexpensive.
I eat so
much, and I still haven't tried
every thing. The computers
are
also wonderful. At home I would
only check my e-mail once a
week. You have to wait hours for
acomputer, and then you can only
use it for 30 minutes.lcame
here,
and there were so many computers. They're so easy to use. All
the facilities are so great.
TKC: What will you miss the most
about the United States?

Classes can be so diverse here. I
could never imagine what it AR: I will missall theopportunilies here. If you want to publish
would be like. My friends from
something or give a concert all
Costa Rica that are studying at

you have to do is go and ask. Ir-is
so easy to go somewhere to study.
There are only a few state universities in Costa Rica. Choices
are much more limited in my
country. School is much more
rigid. Everyone does the same
thing. The U.S. is so much more
multicultural.
The U.S. has
people with roots from all over
the 'world. In Costa Rica there
are not many immigrants. It is
such a big deal if someone from
another country comes. Everyone asks them about life in where
they are from. Here it is not very
impressive that 1 am from Costa
Rica.
TKC: Is there anything you still
don't
understand
about the
United States?

•
If you could have anybody perform at
Summer Send-Off, who would it be?

•

AR: I don', understand how when
you are in the supermarket people
say excuse me when they walk
by, but they are not in your way
at all. Distances between people
are so different. I don't understand why people get so drunk.
You're so strict with your alco-

"Alvin and the Chipmuncks."
-Erika PIIIok '01

Danaher addresses social justice
BY RACHEL HECHT
StaH"Writer
Wonder just what Activists
United were protesting? find out
about it first-hand from Kevin
Danaher the co-founder of Global
Exchange, Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
Higley Auditorium.
Danaher is expected to talk
about issues of economic justice
and globalization, specifically in
Iightofthe recent IT AA protests in
Quebec.
Global Exchange's official
statement on the FTAA is as follows: "[We] view the current
proposals for the free Trade Area
of the Americas (IT AA) as a dangerous elevation of corporate rights
above human rights." Founded in
1988, Global Exchange is self-described as an "international human
rights organization committed to
promoting social justice."
Global Exchange is a nonprofit organization committed to

education, research and action with
an emphasis on "people-to-people
ties between the global North and
South."
Global Exchange's goals include promoting the respect for
human rights, educating the public
about global issues, promoting
democratic and sustainable development within the United States
and on a corporate international
level and helping improve the lives
of the poor by providing assistance
and access to grants.
Global Exchange is dedicated
to progressive means of political,
social and environmental justice. As
an organization, they not only do
educational work, but also promote
fair trade and human and economic
rights, as well as providing "reality
tours" for North Americans interested in understanding a country's
internal workings by traveling in a
socially responsible manner.
Danaher's lecture is sponsored
by Activists United. His visit com-

lates with the organization's emphasis this yearon economic justice
and their recent participation in the
FTAA protest in Columbus.
Danaher himself was present at the
major IT AA protests in Quebec.
He is theauthorof11 books, including Corporations Are Gonna Get
Your Mamma and lJemocratizing

"Barbie and the Rockers."
-Ry .. Raupp '01

the Global Eemwmy.
Globalization and its economic
effects have become a central issue
in the recent years. This visit aims to
bringawareness of social issues facing the U.S. in the wake of this
development.
"It's another way to facilitate a
dialogue around issuees of economics on campus.rsald co-founder of
Activists United Eric Vazquez '03.
Other issues of interest for
Danaher include the global economy
and corporate accountability, sustainable development and food
safety, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the World
Trade Organization.

"Dar Williams, because she's
really good .•

-Tanya KIbaIova '03

"Micheal Jackson, beacuse he's the
king of pop."
-Mlnmda Shafer '01

By R.:beIl(cs;kr
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BYLOGAN WINSTON
Sraff'Writer
Hideko T. Snider, a social
orker with the Department of
adiation and Cellular Oncolgy at the University
of
hicago and a survivor of the
firoshima atomic bombing,
ill present a lecture entitled
Science and Nuclear War: an

sian Perspective,"

at 7 p.m.

morrow in Higley

Auditc-

[urn.

Through her lecture, Snider
ill examine the highly deliate balance between the power
f modern technology and the
ack of guidance for its usc.

Througb her experience,
nider hopes to guide the fuur e, "We who have lived
hrough this know that it was

Pub1K: Af&in

Hideko Snider will speak on
nuclear war in a scientific and
personal context.
such a horrific experience," she
said, "that it must never be permitted to occur again:'
Nathan Hara '03, president

9

of the Association of Japanese
Wooster, a master's degree in
. and American
Students
at
social work from the University
Kenyon (AJASK), sees this as a of Chicago and completed a fourgreat opportunity for Kenyon.
. year graduate program at the
"It's possible to learn about
McCormick Theological SemiWorld War II out of a textbook,
nary.
but this is a chance to hear about
Snider has trained with
the war and the atomic bombing
such well-known
figures as
from an actual survivor," said
Milton
Erickson,
Elizabeth
Hara. "Ms. Snider's focus is to
Kubler-Ross and Ken Moses
educate and keep nuclear war
and has provided intercultural
from ever happening again. She
consultation to numerous busiprovides a valuable perspective
nesses and public agencies. She
at a time when nuclear proliferafocuses her efforts on enabling
tion and nuclear war is a real
patients and their families to
threat."
discover
and maintain
their
Snider was a child living in own strengths
while coping
the city of Hiroshima when it with physical illness.
was destroyed
by an atomic
Snider maintains that durbomb. Snider came to the United
ing the 18th and 19th centuries,
States in 1952 and has since rethere were limits on combatceived a bachelor's
degree in ants and non-combatants
in
sociology from the College of times of war. By the middle of

the 20th century, advances in
technology
supplemented
by
other reasons made the slaughtering of civilian populations
the preferred military strategy.
The use of the atomic bomb was
the ultimate end of this strategy.
Its use was made easier by the
fact that it was not being dropped
on a European population.
Snider's most recent publication is One Sunny Day, which
deals with the destruction
of
Hiroshima at the end of World
War II.
This lecture is one of the
closing events of April Asian
Awareness Month and is sponsored
by AJASK,
Asian
Students
for International
Awareness
(ASIA),
and the
Multicultural
Council and Office of Multicultural
Affairs.

afari guide Mutinda reflects on his visit to Kenyon
reston Mutinda, a guide from Kenya, discusses his experience in the U.S. and tourism in Kenya's national parks
BY Jill SALMON
Senior Staff'Writer
Preston Mutinda loves the
ildness of Kenya and the orer of Kenyon. The contrast
etween the two places is strikng, yet Mutinda's devotion to
nimals allows him to bridge
be divide.
Susan Givens, after meetng Mutinda
on safari
in
enya, invited bim to visit
ampus and share his experinces.Mutteda
visited
last
eek, and we spoke together
bout the differences between
ur two countries,
the probems facing Kenya and the
ark that Mutinda is doing in
rder 10 improve the present
uuation in bis country.

rKC: What arc some of the ma'or problems facing Kenyan
tourism?
PM: We don't have a lot of tourist business in Kenya at the
moment. We have very few
people Visiting Kenya at the
moment. In the '70s and early
'80s, we used to have lots of
people visiting Kenya and then
we had problems of overcrowding. Now, we are asking where
canwe get peopletovisit Kenya.
A lot of businesses are closing
because tourism is going down.
The main reason is competition
with other countries. We are
Sharing all the people tbat used
tocome to Kenya. This is one of
~hemain things. So overcrowdIngis not the problem now. The
problem in the park is human
Competition, people going into
theparks to collecl firewood and
Cut trees. Some places in Ibe
park you see 'people CUlling
down trees 10 use as firewood.
It' S a big problem because
people that need firewood can't

Counaty of Suan Ghau

Preston Mutinda (center) spoke to various groups and classes during his week visit. He is pictured here with
Rhoda Raji '02 (left) and Dawn HemphiU, Assistant Director of Multicultural Affairs (right).
afford electricity for cooking.
They c&D't afford anything. So if
we stop them from collecting this
firewood and cutting trees, what
are tbey going to cook with? So
tbis is a biB problem. Everybody
is sboutiog stop CUlling trees,
and they are wailing to hear from
tbat penon wbat Chey can do not
to cuttbe trees.

mc: What

do you like and dislike about America?

PM: Firstofall,lliketheAmerican people. Americans are very
good people. They are very upbeat. l like some of the birds and
animals I've seen. The scenery
is also good. Wel1,tbis is the first
time I've seen snow. When J
landed, and the people took me
from Cheairport, I looked around
and said, did you have a dtougbt,

'cause everything

looked dead?

So the changing of the trees that
looked to me as if lhey are dead
and then comingtolife.ln
Kenya,
you can have plants as long as
you are watering Ihem.

TKC: What do you think about
your experience

al Kenyon?

PM: Bverything I see. this is a big
place. Ilike the way the college is
set. The land is really beautiful.
It's quiet. Everybody's busy doing what she or he is supposed to
do. It's run very well. I wish my
daughter could come here.

can't just go near animals and try

10pet them.I was reaDy impressed
10 handle a tiny squirrel, and feeding the tiny squirreL And it's just
near my eyes. I'm not sure if I'm
holding it too tight. This is really

good. I bandledared- tailed hawk,
and they showed me bow 10 handle
one. I baven't done that before.
Everything here is new to me.
When Igo back I'll tell people tbat
I was inside with a bobcat, and
they will say 'whoa'. What they
do is good, and I'm learning a lot.

every day. Where I come from,
maybe the people that are dying
are the parents of kids. We go to
the funeral and I see the mothers
die and then the fathers. And the
people are poorso they can't give
any help. People fcellbey can't
doanything. So because I've travelled and Isee what's happening
and I've met people, I decided
thai I should be visiting these
kids' homes and teach them about
what their parents were doing.
Continue cultivating their small
farms. Let's plant beans, and they
come back and Ihe beans are
growing. I go to many homes
where the parents died and Ihelp
them as much as Ican. I have a
used vehicle, and Ican take them
to a government hospital. The
problem is there's no medicine.
This is a problem. Last year, we
decided maybe wecould get help
from somewhere. So when I'm
not doing something, I'm walking around. Ialso teach kids about
sports and about wildlife. Wben
I'm doing Ihis,they're following
me around. I teach tbem aboul
collecting garbages. Our town
looks clean if you compare it
with other areas.

TKC: Oul of all your activitiesbeing a safari guide, helping
cbildren
in your community,
owning your own busincsswhal are you most proud of'?
PM: I am proud of having the
chance 10do this job, doing a wildlife job. Iam very proud that Ican
think of doing something, and belp-

TKC: Can you tell me about your

iog people. You see a lot of people

TKC: What's your opinion about
Ohio wildlife?

work helping orphaned children
whose parents have died from
AIDS? How did your work get
started?

who are just sitting and Dot think·
ing of doiDg something. I am very
proud that I can Chink of these

PM: When I came to the Brukner
Nature Center, it gave me a chance
to handle aniO}8ls. In Kenya, you

PM: In Kenya, AIDS is a national disaster. The government
declared that. People are dying

things. I hope people will under~
stand the Ibings of what we are
tcaching people about AIDS.
Maybe !be problem of AIDS wID
comedown.

•.
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Lutes, vielles and recorders to sound off at Storer
Kenyon's Early Music Ensemble will perform on replicas of historical instruments at tonight's concert
BY MEGAN RAFFERTY
Staff Writer

,

11,Y ou Go

Tonight at 8 p.m. Storer recital hall will be filled with
sounds from long ago as the
Kenyon Early Music Ensemble
takes the stage. Assistant Professor of Music Dane Heuchemer
leads the ensemble, which consists of himself and six Kenyon
students as they grapple with old
instruments

and old ways of

playing.
The Early Music Ensemble
performs music from the Middle
Ages through the Baroque. Normally it convenes every spring
semester, although last year it
took a hiatus as Heuchemer
sought college money to buy
some high-quality
replicas of
historical instruments.
Now the group has wooden
recorders, "much more in the spirit
of the historical times than plastic," said ensemble member Caleb
, ..; Wilson '02. The recorder players
will also play the cornamuse in the
final piece, a capped reed instrument that Heuchemer described as
"an oboe with attitude."
Micah Schamis '01 said,
"Seeing the eomamuse makes me
wonder how bored the people of
the Middle Ages really were to

What: Early Music
Ensemble Concert
When: Tonight, 8 p,m,
Where: Storer recital

hall
come up with this instrument."
The cornamuse/recorder players
include Hannah Friedman '03,
Eamon Schamis '02, Micah
Schamis and Wilson. The recorders replicate the choir instruments, grouped into families of
tenor, bass, soprano and- alto.
First-year student Sarah
Anerson will play the violin
and the vielle, a precursor of
the violin used between the
13th and the 15th centuries.
Todd Juengling '01 will play
the lute.
Professor
Heuchemer ts
main research area is historical
performance techniques, and he
founded the Early Music Ensemble in January of 1996, his
first year at Kenyon.
The ensemble, or "consort"
as the proper Renaissance term
would be, tries to replicate what
the instruments and music would

AmyGalle.e

Micah Schamis '01. Eamon Schamis '02 and Caleb Wilson '02 practice on their period instruments.
sound like in those times. "There
were much more fluid readings of
music in those times,"
said
Heuchemer.
"The articulation
style and phrasing is more choppy
than you would hear in modem
music, too."
The musicians are taking
risks and exploring an old style of
music that is very new to them.

"It was amazing to see Sarah
Atterson with the vielle. She
picked
it right
up,"
says
Heuchemer. The group will break
down into trios and duets, with
everybody participating in at least
one duet or trio, as well as tbe
larger consort.
This is the first time the
Kenyon Early Music Ensemble

will play in Storer. In previous
years, they performed in Bemis
Music room. The players are also
overjoyed to have tbeir new "old"
instruments. Said Micah Schamis,
a veteran member of the consort,
..It feels much more authentic
now. So much music is made inaccessible
by modern instru-

ments."

Concert to be dedicated to memory of Emily Murray
BY RACHEL KESSLER
Staff Writer
The annual spring concert of
the Knox County Symphony Orchestra and the Kenyon College
Community Choir takes on a greater
significance this year as the concert
is to be dedicated to the memory of
Emily Murray.
The concert will be held Sunday evening in Rosse Hall at 8:15
p.m. Admission is $3. The orchestra and choir will present two full
pieces together: Johannes Brahms'
"Nania" and Mass in C Major, op ..
86 by Ludwig van Beethoven.
In addition, the Beethoven selection will include a separate quartet voiced by students outside the
community choir. The quartet features soprano Sara Beddow '02,
bass Adam Booth '03, alto Gretchan
Frederick '03 and tenor Craig
Slaughter, associate director of financial aid.
Choir member Jillian LevineSisson '04 said, "II's really amazing to have the coming together of
the orchestra and the choir, plus we
have four amazing soloists. They are

Fraternities
Clubs.

•

'In a world where we talk about art for art's
sake, there are those times when art serves a
function of a most profound sort. And this is
one of those times:
-Professor of Music Benjamin Locke
going to blow people away."
James D. and Cornelia W. Iceland Professor of Music Benjamin
. Locke conducts both groups, which
have been rehearsing separately for
the past several weeks."One of the
funnier aspects of a joint concert is
that neither group has heard the
work the way it's supposed to sound
yet," said Locke. "The orchestra
laughs because l try to fill in the gap;i
by singing the choral parts."
The Beethoven piece makes up
the majority of the program, lasting
almost 45 minutes. Orchestra member Julia Heinz '04 described it as a
difficult work, saying, "You're play.
ing and the rhythm is going along
very steady, and then all of a sudden Beethoven will throw something in that will really surprise you.
That makes it really challenging."

Sororities

Student Groups

this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.

Earn $t,000-$2,000

No sates required, Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundrasier.com

Locke has conducted
this
Beethoven Mass before at Kenyon,
but he selected it once again for this
concert because, "like great literature, you return to a piece of music
to discover new things about the
work. The Beethoven is accessible
to a good amateur choir. It's challenging, but not too challenging."
Locke said that the most challenging piece in the concert was a
"virtuosic solo" belonging to the
first oboe player, Liz DeLisle '04,
at the opening of the Brahms selection. Delisle said, "Playing the
solo during "Nanie" is a real thrill
for me. It's the kind of thing oboists live for-slow, expressive and
profoundly beautiful."
Although
Locke
chose
Brahm's "Nanie" last summer, its
placement in this concert has taken
on a greater significance in recent
months. "The word 'Nanie' is the
Gennan fonn of the Roman word
Noenia, which isspecifically a dirge
sung by parents upon the loss of a
child," said Locke. ''We've received
permission from Tom and Cynthia
Murray to dedicate this concert to
the memory of Emily Murray, who
was a member of the community
choir."
While the dedication of the

concert to Emily does emphasize the
choir's loss, the selection does not
evoke an exclusively somber tone.
locke described the historical context of the selection: "Brahms wrote
it in honor of an artist friend who
died. It's notable for the fact that it
doesn't dwell on the conceptsor anguish of death, bul simply !be fact
that to be remembered is a glorious
thing."
The joint concert between the
Community Choir and tbe Knox
County Symphony Orchestra has
been a Kenyon tradition for a number of years. This performance,
however, will not only provide
beautiful music to tbe Keoyon community, it will also give Kenyon

A&E

II YOl Co
What: Knox County
Symphony and
Community Choir

When: Sunday, &15 p,m
Where: Rosse Hall

another chance to remember and
celebrate the life of Emily Murray.
"In a world where we talk
about art for art's sake, there are
those times when art serves a function of a most profound sort," said
Locke, "And this is one of those
times."

81(111)

Students to bring string music to the stage
The Kenyon College String Ensemble, directed by Adjunct lnstructor of Music Sabrina Lackey will perform their spring concert
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in Storer recital hall. The performance will feature
works by Teddy Bor, Alexander Borodin, William Byrd and Mozart.
The Chamber String Ensemble features Alexander Barron '04
on cello, Lauren Coil '02 on viola and on violin, Sara Eckelberry
'04, Nora Jenkins '03 and Megan Kilkenny '03.

Jessen to read from her work in progress

Senior Ruth Jessen will present a reading of her work
Wednesday at 4:10 p.m. in Peirce Lounge. The reading will
encompass short philosophical
sketches embracing subjects in
the realms of science, religion, politics and art. The reading;
will be taken from a book that Jessen has been working on lhis
year.
"I wanted to get a chance to show people something ~f
what I have been working on during my college years," said
Jessen. "I wanted to show [my teachers] sometbing of whal!
have been doing with tbe materialtbey
bave been teaching me.
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BYJOHNYORK
Staff Writer

BYERIC HARIlERSON
Edieoe in Qief
"We wanted as much variety es
ib. without saaiticing quality,"
id Social Board QairSarah Stauffer
of the bands booked to play Sum-

er Send-Off Saturday.

Send-Off

enis will begin as early as 10 a.qL
rday and wiIl_lDlIilll~

Headlining the day-long

m"""

is Toots and the Maytals, a reggae
nd with an apparently huge foIlowg at Kenyon. A=nfing 10 Slaulfer,
ugh she was approached with tbe
earlier in the 'ftN. she was surby the amount of campus supfor the band. Coming in secoed
the student·wide Send-Off poll,
Is and the Maytals were beatenout
first byonly15_
Beginning the day of music will
the Yves Jean Band out of Pittsrgh, whore, oax>nIing 10 _,

UndKy J""'F'
Professor of An Clauclia Esslinger will show her work this week in Olin.

Many Kenyon sludenls have aI=dy
seen, via an allstu advertising the
show, another facet of the install-

went on to explain thal this portion
of her instaUation is a response to
her sabbatical and questioning of her
ment. "In the video' Reinvention" ,,, own "relationship or rolpability ...
Esslinger explained, "I [show a) re- as an American and as a person of
evaluation of identity with images German ancestry," Esslinger said,
of eye plucking •••a cultunll indica- "I was very interested in seeing bow
tor for me of cbanging oneself 10 those images [of Germany] would
meet societal expectations."
translate into a final form."
One part ofher exhibit, entitled
"'See no evil, hear 110 evil, speak DO
evil," features overlapping pictures
seperered by sheets of glass and lit
392.1Z20 •
from behind as to create a three-di- • MtnM-_
mensionallayered effect. The piece
R •
"is in some ways a bit playful but • To_ ud CouatrJ
• Fri·Thur
5:00, 7:10, 9:20 •
also serious," said Esslinger. She
• Sa - Su
12:40,2:so. 5:00, •

•••••••••••••••••

y're reoJIY!>is "_described
band as similar to Dave Matthews
style, but maybe a 1iU1e SIlklOthero
Joining these two otf-cam.pus
ds will be Lonehawk, formerly
bell, ,bondheadedby Km}OOaIum
Lobell '97.1be band, as Lubell,

:~

'7JrMU1$ :

•

•

;

:

•

•
•
••

•

me celebrate the 'Apocalypse' Wednesday with KFS
BY LUKE WITMAN

A&EEditor
aber Pig ID the CUy

igleyAuditorium
riday,8 p.m.

Althoughconsidered by aides
be far inferior 10 its prodccessor,
filmwhich garnered seven Acadmy AWard nominations, including
t Picture, thesequet is still a fun
1~1:film. Taking up where the
ngmalleft off, Babe rctum& to his
fm after winning the National
heepdog Trials. However. the rem is One of sorrow as his "'boss,"
Ur Haggett, is injured and the
is preparing 10 foreclose on the

nn.

Arthur's wife. Fsme, prepares
lake Babe to an OVClSCaS fair in
'd er to raise money
•
10 save the
, but a missed fligbt evcotualIy
uses the pair to be left alone in a
reign city without a place to slay.
ey check inIo a J'IUllSIw:kle m0l run by circus PCd'OilDeO wbcR
t aUdience i. introduced
to •
ky cast of animals. When Esme

is mjS'akenly arrested, Babe and bis
newfound acquaintances set off on
their own to save her.
A cast almost entirely dominated by animals, the only human
with much of a role at all is
Magda Szubanski as Esme. Babe
is voiced by Elizabeth Daily. A
sligbdy darker film than the original, Pig in the City struggled to
get its G~rating. earning some
crilicism for its validity as a
children's movie.

'\by Story 2
HigleyA_

Saturday, g p.m.
Unlike Pig in the CUY. Toy
Story 2 bas been critically llCCeJlled
as a rare superior sequel to the original computer animated cbiJdren's
1aIe. The film OPCC again centers
on the cbaractcr of Woody, a toy
mwboy.1D '" openillg oct ofbero"'Woody_an_prage sale 10 rescue his diacardcd
friend~tbe
PaIguin. But the
...... _
bod whoa tbe evil AI
takes Woody
asap;vocaI piece 10 a

toy ooUcction that he hopes to sell
to a Japanese museum.
At AI's bome, Woody meets
the rest ofbis new owner's toy collection who convince him to fP to
I"""" when: they will be loved by
millions of visitors. Meanwhile,
Buzz Ugbtyear and hia gang of
rescuers leave in search of their
missing friend, despenJely trying
to return him to his proper home
before Andy, his child 0WDeJ'. re-

mms home from oowbny camp.
A cut of all-star voices including 1bm Hanka, Tho Allen,
Dun Riddes, lim \Vney, Annie
Potts, Joan 0Jsack, Kelsey Grammar, Wayne Harris, Laurie Met<:alf
and others makes tbis film a must~
see. In addition, the tfm:e.diinensional animation in this film is superb, and the movements are so
lifelike you will be .... Iha1 you
are watching real toys in mOtion,
Now
HigkyA~
ApocaJJpse

'WedDesday, 10:1.5 p.m.
This ia • ...-fu1 film about

the moral madness of the VletDam
War, inspired by Iooeph Comad's
H ..... ofDonness.1be film begins
as a swarm of u.s. helicopters
moves through the jungles of VIet~
nam, dropping napalm ioto the
Ireeline below. The movie focuses
on an American who disappeared
into the jungles many yam"ll" ond
has achieved a cult-lite following
among the l'IIIive peoples.
One D1I8 is diIpaIcbed on an
unsuccessful mission to fiDd him,
resorting to a subhuman level of
existeoce motivated only by biB
hatred of the Nprth Vietnamese.
A killer, a savage, a man who
lives to control and coaquor, this
character approaches tbe state of
mind soldiers fear and proves tbe
film's slogan that war is madness.
Considered by many 10 be
the best war movie of all time,
writer and director Fraacis Ford
Coppola's masleIpiece garnered
eight Academy Award nominations, including bea\ pictuJe, wlnning two. Incredible pertormancea and beautiful_ v1tbia film ._
.....

suaIa"""

••
• ODe NI&'t III McCool's

R
5:00,7:00,9:00
1:00,3:00,5:00
7:00, 9:00

• Fri - Thur
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•

•
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•
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The 'Three Rivers City' offers three times the fun
Take a day trip to downtown Pittsburgh to experience all that Pennsylvania's 'Steel City' has to offer.
BYLUKEWITMAN

A&E Ediw
Often synonymous in popular
myth with everything dull and colorless, Pittsburgh is rarely acknowledged for what it reaJly is: one of
the most beautiful cities in the nation. And as a bustling hub of everything from rowdy sporting
events 10 quiet intellectual pursuits,
a day' spent
louring
this
undcrapprcciated metropolis will
not leave
the day-traveler
unrewarded.
Situated at the juncture of the
Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio
Rivers, Pittsburgh is known as the

only city with

its

own gateway. Situ-

To get to
Pittsburgh ...
-Start out going Easton OH-229
by turning rigbt-12 miles.
·OH·229 becomes US-36--35
miles.
'Merge onto 1·77 S-21 miles.
'Merge onto 1-70 E-27 miles.
'Merge onto 1-470 E-1! miles.
'Take 1·70 B-27 miles.
'Merge onto 1·79 N-20 miles.
'Merge onto US·22 E-6 miles.
'Total driving time: 3 bours, 15
minutes.
sharks and hundreds of exotic tropical fish.
If Pittsburgh offers visitors
nothing else, it is the home to several immensely intriguing museums, perhaps the best known of
which Is the Carnegie Science
Center. The Science Museum offers over 250 exhibits as well as
an interactive planetarium, a vintage WWII submarine and a fourstory Omnimax Theater. The rnuseum is located on the city's North
Side next to the recent site of Three
Rivers Stadium.
The Carnegie Museum of
Natural History offers visitors an
alternative to the high tech. Here,
huge dinosaurs and ancient remnants take visitors back to a world
of ancient continents and awe-inspiring civilizations. The museum
is located in the Oakland district
of the downtown area.

ated just East of the Allegheny
Mountains, visitorsenter Pittsburgh
from the west driving through the
Fort Pitt Tunnel. Emergingfrom the
tunnel, drivers are bombarded with
a spectacular mountainside pan·
Drama of the city and it's "three rivers."
There is certainly no shortage
'..., of locales from which to take in
breathtaking views of the city. Perhaps the most renowned is the Pittsburgh Incline, a small trolley-like
car that lifts sightseers up the side
of a mountain in search of amazing
photographs and spectacular views.
Equally impressive is the view from
Mount Washington, a posh Pittsburgh neighborhood overlooking
the westem side of the city.
The second largest city in
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh has long
been esteemed as a center for the
coal and steel industries. The first
Completing
the trio, the
Carnegie Museum of Art boasts an
permanent European settlement
was established in Pittsburgh by the impressive collection of American
works from the mid-19th century
French at Fort Duquesne in 1754.
The British conquered the settleto the present, French impressionpaintment in 1758 and renamed it Fort ist and post-impressionist
Pitt. The settlement soon became an
ings and late-20th century works
of film and video. The nearby
industrial center asa transportation
hub and steel mecca.
Andy Warhol museum offers a per·
One of the city's premiere at- manent collection of over 4,000
tractions is the Pittsburgh Zoo and works by the famed pop artist, inAquarium. Full of amazing simucluding his most recognizable
lations of exotic habitats, zoo-goers
pieces.
can cross a bridge suspended in a .
In addition to museums, Pittstree canopy, crawl underground
burgh has a particularly extensive
with some friendly meerkats or ob- art scene, offering frequent perforserve primates in a tropical jungle.
mances of theater, opera, ballet and
orchestral music. Heinz Hall in
In addition, the aquarium is home
to the nation's only freshwater dol- Pittsburgh's downtown Cullural
phin, as well as stingrays, fierce
District is the perfect ambiance in

-,

There is no shortage of places from which to view the spectacular Pittsburgh skyline, nesded in the "Three Rivers."
which to see plays and musical
theater. One can view internetional opera stars such as Placido
Domingo, Luciano Pavarctti and
Jennifer Larmore in productions
at the Benedum Center. The world
class Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra at Heinz Hall is currently
in its 104th season. And at the
Benedum, the Pittsburgh Ballet
Companyworks beside such renowned
choreographers
as
Mikhail Baryshnikov and George
Balanchine.
The "Steel City" is also home
to a sensational sporting scene. The
Pittsburgh Pirates and Steelers, respectively baseball and football
franchises, arecurrently movingout
of their signature home at Three
Rivers Stadium and into a new
arena currently under construction.
VISitors can also see the Pittsburgh
Penguins, the city's NHLfranchise
as well as the University of Pitts-burgh Panthers in any number of
athletic pursuits.
One primary draw for Pittsburgh tourists is tax-free shopping. Any merchandise bought
in the state of Pennsylvania
is
free of sales tax. Interested shoppers should head over to Station
Square, an old railroad station
that has been turned into a sbopping center, filled with quaint
little boutiques and excellent
restaurants. This is a necessary
stop in your Pittsburgh excursion.
The first weekend in August,
Pittsburgh hosts the Three Rivers
Regatta, a weekend celebration
that packs the city with gallivanting visitors. Over 80 events bring
over 1.5 million visitors to the city
annually. One of the top 10 festivals in the county as well as one
of the premiere community events
in the world, the boat race is the
largest inland regatta in the nation.
The weekend features boating
events, concerts, parades and an
eclectic array of activities for the
whole family.
Although probably not the

top destination
on everyone's
vacation list, Pittsburgh is much
underrated as a great place to
spend an afternoon or a week-

end. The nighttime view of the
Three Rivers from the top of the
Incline is an image that will stay
with you for a lifetime.

Hungry diners satisfied in
Pennsylvania's 'Steel City'
A day in Pittsburgh witbout at least one really great
meal would be wholly Incomplete.
Here are some suggestions on dining localesl:
A little bit pricey, but a
great place to get seafood, the
Pittsburgh Fish Market is
the place to be in the city,
with a diverse menu and an
equally
diverse
clientele.
Here diners can order raw
oysters, sushi, crab cakes or
a thick steak. All entrees are
accompanied
with a free dessert. Be sure to cbeck out the
immense wine list.
If you're in the mood for
pasta, check out Bravo! Ital-

lao Kitchen,

a much-ac-

claimed European eatery. The
restaurant offers a casual, relaxed atmosphere.
Here, the
"Italian Kitchen" is mucb appropriate
in that all of the
food is prepared exhibitionstyle in fult view ofthe guest,
using
traditional
Italian
cooking methods.
Specializing
in Spanish
cuisine, Mallore. offers one
of the city's more unique dining experiences.
Mallorca
emphasizes
a traditional
Spanish
ambiance
where
food is much-valued
and
meals are long, leisurely and
allow for the enjoyment
of

good company, fi.ne wine and
a healthy Mediterranean diet.
Station Square is home to
several
great restaurants.
Houlihan's offers a nice family-atmosphere
and an eclectic menu with reasonable
prices. Upstairs, the Sesame
Inn offers perhaps the best
Chinese Food in the city. But
tbe best fare al Statioo Square
can be found indubitably at
the WiDe and Cheese Cellar,
a great place to get a nice
meal and a delicious glass of
white wine. Order chocolate
fondue,
a tasty
desert of
chocolate
and strawberries
that makes for a perfect ending to a romantic dinner for
two.
If it's a special occasion--or
you just happen to
have
a lot of money 10
spend-make
reservations
at
the Mozart Room, by far the
classiest restaurant in the city.
Velvet walls, mirrors, gilding,
band-painted
decorations and
soft lighting make for a truly
memorable dining experience.
Try the crab cakes, made with
fresh lump, crab meat and just
enough breading to hold them
together;
they're
easily the
most popular
item on the
menu. Be prepared to spend
upwards
of SlOO for your
meal.

.................................. :
: Hey travelers! Do you have ideas for lim area:
•
•
:
:

weekend getaways?
E-mail your suggestions to witman/.

.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Women's outdoor track suffers 'humbling experience'
BY ROB PASSMORE
5tdl'Rq>o=
TheAlI-OhioTrack and Field
Invitation at Ohio Wesleyan University last Saturday was a
huinbling experience for the
women·'s track team. Finishing

161hout of t7leams with only 10
points, the Ladies fielded a small
learn and a mixed bag of performances. The junior class would
lead the team providing personal

bestsand high finishes.
Juniors Becky Chamberlin

and Katherine Kapo continued to
be successful in the 3()()()..meter
steeplechase. Kapo early in the
race established herself in the lead
pack off OUT.Halfway through the

racethe lead pack began to spread
out. Kapo fought her way up 10
third place in the shifting winds of
the stadium and would bang on

there, finishing in 12:04.
Chamberlin's race, while not
in the lead pack provided much
more excitement. Lap after lap
Chamberlin hunted down a pack
of three runners. With each lap
Chamberlin's form wasconsistent
with her jumping the barriers.
whileher competition, in a sign of
weakness, had to step on top of the

barriers in order to get over them.
Her advantage in form closed the
gapsuch that down the final stretch
it was Chamberlin coming from
behind to take her competition at
the line. Finishing 12th in a timeof
13:29, Chamberlin set a new personal best time and improved her
season best time by over a minute.
"Becky Chamberlinhada fantastic steeplechase,"
said Sara
Vyrostek '02 "Seuing aseason PR
by over a minute, she definitely
attacked every barrieron that track.
She ran a really aggressive race,
and her time showed that. Kapo
also had another good steeple, running to an impressive third place
finish. She has not surprisingly
become one of the Conference
leaders in tier event."
Kapo too was impressed by
the toughness in Chamberlin's
race. "Chamberlin
somehow
pulled a PR in the worst steeple
conditions of the season. She continues to grow in strength and
confidence every barrier. I think
she's in a good spot to accomplish
a sub-13:00
performance
by
season's end."
Another junior to put forth a
personal best was Vyrostek. In the
400-meter
hurdles, Vyrostek

fought a strong wind around the
lasttum and onto the final straightaway. Fighting off a late challenge
with a tough kick, she would finish sixth in 1:08.41. This personal
best time sets Vyrostek upwell for
the Conference meet in two weeks.
"Sara Vyrostek continues to
be a strong and reliable force in the
400 hurdles and 400 relay," said
Kapo. "Excelling in long sprinting events, she this week ran Into
a blasting a headwind something
that takes a lot of power and even
more guts."
"[Vyrostek]
looked determined,"Chamberlinsaid.
"I talked
to her shortly before she ran, and
she told me she was feeling good,
and prepared. It was a good day.
She ran into the wind-a
brutal
wind-and
still managed to drop
time. She never doubted what she
could do."
Perhaps the most exciting race
of the day was the 4X400-metel
relay. Led off by senior captain
Erica Neitz '01, she hung tough in
the heat handing off to vyrosek
neck-and-neck with the competition. Vyrostek started strong and
then really opened it up in the closing 200 meters. It was as though
she started the race all over again at

the halfway mark running an incredibly strong leg and smoking
the competition. Starting off with a
good-sized lead Kapo fought off an
early challenge and increased the
lead some more. Dana Mondo '0]
closed out the relay with her trademark strength in a leg that assured
their heat victory and their eighth
place finish with a 4:14.
In the 1500-meter Mondo
fought through a lot of pain in her
foot on the way to a 5:21, 17th
place finish. Neitz took on the open
400-meter dash, running a 1:06 to
finish 141h. Captain Molly Sharp
'01 and Tenaya Britton '04 tested
theirendurance in the 1O,QOO.meter.
Britton broke the 43:00 barrier for
the first time ever, DIIlning a 42:29
for 10th place. Sharp would run a
44:48 to finish 15th.
The high winds created problems for the Ladies in the field
events. Jenna Prayoonhong '04
would have 10 deal with a swirling
wind in the pole vault as she tied
for ninth place with a vault of 800. Ansley Scott '02 similarly had
difficulty in the high jump, clearing4-95 to also tie for ninth place.
Both vyrosrek and Kapo acknowledged that the meet left a
sour taste in the mouths of the

Ladies, but they assert that this
will light a needed fire under the
tearn as they focus in on Conferences.
"AII-Ohio was definitely not
astellarmeet,"saidVyrostek.
"We
had several team members who
were unable to compete due to
conflicts. As for those who did
compete, Saturday did not prove
to be the best of performances.
Now we just have to move past
that meet and focus on what we
have been working toward all season long. As far asconferences go,
Ithink we are still in a very good
position going into them. We have
a lot of very strong athletes on our
team, all of whom have the potential to place in their individual
events. When the pressure is on to
pull out a big performance, Ithink
each and every one of us can, and
will, face that challenge."
"Ail-Ohio gave our team a
blunt view of our weaker areas at
this point in the season," said Kapo.
"I believe this is the key point of
the season for our team. What we
have todo is use theoppqrtunity to
pull together and commit to this
season and to each other at this
moment. Each event needs to gel
stronger, each individual tougher."

Softball: Pitches well
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Biavehearl and scored in Ibe tenth

BYJAY HELMER
Sports A1sistant
In its quest to break the
team's win record, the Kenyon
College baseball team ran into
a stumbling block when it lost
three games
to the thirdranked team in the nation, Allegheny, last weekend. After
being swept by 13th ranked
Wooster at home two weekends ago, the team, were looking to turn things around. Unfortunately for the Lords, it
Was not to be.
The two squads opened
the series with a seven-inning
Contest on Saturday. Allegheny scored runs early and often, as they registered multiple
runs in the first four innings,
inclUding four in fourth. The
Score after four innings was
12·0 and the Kenyon defense,
which committed
four errors
on the day, was responsible for
three of tht runs. After Dan
~hristensen
'02 pitched the
first four innings
Josh Pike
'0
'
3 and Mike Hamilton
'04
Pitched the last two, allowing
only One run between them.
The final score was Allgheny
13, Kenyon 1.
On offense there were few
highlights for the Lords: Kipp
Corbus '01 led the team witb
three hits, While Trey Blair '04,
Jeff Mackey '02 and Peter
Malanchuk '02 each had a pair.
Head Coacb Mall Burdette

said of the game and the weekend, "Allegheny got on us early
aDd never let up. They are a very
good baseball team with few
weaknesses."
In the first game on Sunday,
Kenyon used their ace pitcher,
Carl Weber '02, but he was upstaged by the incredible performance of AIlgheny pitcher Josh
Sharpless who threw a no-hitler.
Weber allowed eight runs in
Kenyon's
8-0 defeat and the
Lords' offense was simply helpless against
the undefeated
Sharpless.
The second game for the
Lords was not much better. The
Lords did muster four runs 00
six hits. but they did not give
themselves a chance by allowing AlIgbeny to score ten runs
in the first inning of the 21-4
loss. The offensive explosion
was an anomaly for Allegheny,
although they are the top team
in the NCAC with a 9-0 record
in conference,
they are only
fourth in total runs scored. The
Kenyon defense was again a
major factor in the loss, as the
lords allowed eight unearned
runs.
Unlike the previous weekend against Wooster, where
Kenyon had a chance to win all
three games. against Allgheny,
Corbus fell that Kenyon was
outplayed.
"We got our butts
kicked
every
game,"
said
Corbus. "Allegheny
is a very
good team. They are ranked

third in the nation for a reason.
They are the most fundamentally·
sound team we have played.
Overall. we did not play very well
this weekend, and to bearAllegheny we would have needed to play
our best game of the weekend. We
would have had to play almost
perfect baseball."
At this point, the Lords stand
11-14 and play ned Saturday at
Hiram.

inning to win.
For the second game, the
Scots scored two runs in the secood inning and were able to hold
on to their lead for the resI oJ the
game. Despite the losses, both
games were solid performances.
Part of Kenyon's strength is
their pitchers. "Our pitchers kept
us in the game," said Ann-Marie
Lawlor '01.
Sophomore stand-out Kayte
Mulrie '03 pitched all ten innings during the first game and
threw ten strike-outs.

Unfortunately, pitching can't
win. the games.
"Our bats need to wake up,"
said Lawlor.
As tbe season draws to a
close, the Ladies have a few games
left before the NCAC tournament.
Senior outfielder Alys Spensley
'Ot has a good feeling about the
end of this season.
"Ihls team is full of talent and I
believe we can finish out the season
on astrong rote with some big wins."
The Ladies take on Hiram
College in a doubleheader on Saturday for their last home games
of the season.

Statement on Rohypnol, GHB and other Drugs
from the Sexual Misconduct Task Force & the Health & Counseling Center

•

.

Students have expressed concerns regarding the possible presence of rohypnol,
ghb, and other designer drugs at Kenyon. VVhile none of these drugs have been discovered
on our campus and there have been no-confirmed cases of use of these drugs, the Sexual.
Misconduct Task Force and the Health & Counseling Center are hoping to enhance
awareness of the danger of these drugs by issuing this statement.
The use of rohypnol, ghb and other similar drugs given to anyone wtlhout their
knowledge orconsent is reprehensible. It Is a violation of College regulations and constitutes
criminal behavior. The College is committed to prevention and to support efforts to educate
the campus about such drugs. The College is further committed to hold individuals
accountable for violations of Conege regulations.
We encourage everyone's commitment to preventing the use of these drugs, as well
as the misuse of alcohol with similar intent, and to confront and not tolerate this kind of
behavior.
There have been several campus programs sponsored by cur organizations (e.g.
panel discussions, informational flyers in residence restrooms) and we will continue efforts
to create and support other opportunities. Please feel free to share your suggestions with any
of the following persons.
SexuarMl8conduct
Task Force
Studenlo: Chris Brose '02, Matt Ca .. '03, Pete Coppins '01, Andrew Dinsmore '01, Toflany
Graham '04, Bryn Harris '02, wendy Littlepage '01, Shayla My ers '02, Kris Rainey '02, Sarah
SChwenk '01
Faculty/Admln_
Mom ..... : Vmce Arduini, Patrick Gilligan, wendy Hess, Nikki
Keller, Sarah Mumen, Melanie Remillard, Tracy SChermer, Dan Tumor, Choryl5leela (Chair)

•
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Lords track middles out in All-Ohio meet at OWU
BY ERIN suus COOPER
Staff Reporter
"Going

10 All-Ohio

is al-

ways great because you are pitied
against the best people in your
event in Division III of Ohio. It
is great to see how you stack up,"
'l!'said men's track captain McNish
'01. The Lords got their chance
last Saturday as they competed
at the Ohio Wesleyan University
for the All-Ohio meet where the
team placed 1Oth out of191eams.
"Our main goal was to finish
in top half or ninth place ... we
ended up tied for 10th, so a little
short but a solid effort," said
Coach Bill Taylor.
The distance learn, however,
showed its hard work and dominance, placing multiple runners
within scoring range. In the 3000meter
steeplechase,
Ben
Hildebrand '03 asked Michael
Baird '03 if he was "ready to get
some t-shirts," because the top
three finishers in each race re....., ceived a t-shirt from the meet.
With Baird winning the event
setting a personal record in a
time of 9:44.04, and Hildebrand
coming in right behind him in a

time of 9:46.62, the outstanding
duo controlled the event placing
first and third, respectively.
Taylor was particularly impressed: "they took the lead early,
with an excellent Wooster runner, and simply controlled the
race. Baird is running great especially when you consider he
swam in winter instead of indoor. Hildebrand was a little
under the weather and is having
a great outdoor season."
"It was great to go up against
some of the best runners in the
conference,"said
Baird. "It gives
us a lot of confidence going into
the end of the season."
In the 5K, the lords placed
fifth, sixth and seventh. Captain
Vince Evener '02 placed fifth in
a time ofI6:04.21. Matt Cabrera
'03 and Andrew Sisson '04 were
right behind him with times of
16:06.13 and 16:07.71.
This was very important to
the lords distance team, as articulated by Taylor: "Vince and
Matt are returning to health and
just wanted solid runs to qualify
for the league meet which they
did. Andrew ran a very gutsy
race and improved his time by 16

seconds."
Baird is impressed by the
dominance the Lords have: "AllOhio wasa great meet ••• it really
makes
you appreciate
the
strength and depth of runners we
have on the team. We could have
placed four or five runners near
the top of each of the distance
events. Being as such, we end up
competing against each-other for
the top spots in the race, pushing
each other to succeed."
First-year
sprinter
Milan
Perazich said "Our distance guys
are really fast. They did well. Our
sprinters are even faster than our
distance guys, but for some reason
us sprinters don't win any races,
but we all tried hard, and that's
what's important."
Senior high jumper Mike Weber stepped it up a notch this
weekend, as he consistently does
for important meets. Weber cleared
6-02, and placed fifth. Coach Taylor said, "This was a pleasant
surprise ... Mike always seems to
jump his best at big meets."
Due to "the wind wrecking
havoc with the javelin," senior
Adam Bange's eighth place finish
was "a little disappointing," ac-

cording to Taylor. Bange threw
163-03, which is considerably
shorter than his 186-08 throw last
week.
In the triple jump, McNish
placed seventh,jumping 42-00.25.
Although he did place in scoring
range, Taylorsaidhe candobeUer.
McNish "had two excellent jumps
that were fouls ... he needs to hit
board on a big one in two weeks.
[He] has been battling sore shins."
Some non-scorers still perfonned well this weekend. Mike
Bohl '04 "had a PR this meet at 126 in the pole vault. He is very
valuable because he gives us a person in an event that we previously
had no one. He just got a new pole
and he is ready to take all comers,"
said McNish.
"Captain Ian [Pitkin '01] had a
season PR in the long jump." said
McNish. "He is looking really
strong and his fonn is constantly
getting better. Once we get him to
that 2o-foot mark, he is going to
tear through competition."
However,
there is much
room for improvement before the
Conference meet in two weeks.
The 800-meter was not a good
race for the lords, with first-

year standouts Aaron Emig and
P.J. Bumsted not performing
their best: "they can run faster ...
and will be great in conference,"
said McNish. Also, the 4XlOO
team is still suffering due to in.
juries. Senior Bill Ward is not
back yet, end now first-year Marc
Marie is injured as well. Perazico
is running again; McNish sai~
"it is good to have Milan bad
but Ido not think tbat be is One
hundred percent and that hinders him."
Perazicb
has a
different take on the situation:
"Placing and everything is nice
but I'm just happy to get ou;
there and compete no matter
where we finish."
This week the Lords will
compete at Wooster. Referring
to this week's performance, Taj.
lor said, "Finishing in middle of
pack was a good outcome, but
there is still tots of work to gel
done. This week there is a small
meet at Wooster-most
of dis.
tance will not run-we
need 10
continue to get healthy and peal
at right time two weeks for league
meet. Need to pop some jumps
and improve relays as we pre·
pare for NCAC."
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Lords Tennis: defeats Allegheny Ladies Tennis: ready
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
Jaffe's 6-0,6.0 victory at the number two position and senior Dan
Villiers' 6-1, 6-1 victory at thc number four position. All three doubles
teams won their matches 8-], with
the combination of Hughes and
Katzman playing number one
doubles, Elsner and Villiers playing
number
two.
and
Scott
Schoenberger
'03 and Brendan
Lynaugh '03 playing number three.
Tuesday the Lords traveled to
Wittenberg and lost the match 5·2.
Hughes won at number two singles
with a of score of 6-2, 6-3. Another
exciting match was senior Josh
Katzman's three set fight, at ncmber four singles. He won the first
set easily at 6-2, only to lose the second 6·1. However, not letting that
second sel effect his desire to win,
he concluded with a third set victory at 6-4.
The lords were disappointed
about their showing at Wittenberg,
but as Elsner said, "It came down
to Wittenberg wanting it more than
we did. They just played better at
crucial times,"
The match against "Wittenberg
was the team's worst match of my
four years," said Katzman. "We
didn't take them seriously enough
and therefore lost badly."
However, the Lords are not
willing to give up so easily; as
Villiers said, "We will seek revenge
at the conference tournament,"
The final match of the week
was played on Wednesday against
Allegheny. The Lords finished with
a 6-1 victory, once again boosting
their confidence. Kenyon swept all
three doubles matches right off the
bat, which allowed them to gain a

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
hard at fifth singles, but fell 6-3, 6-4.
In the longest match of the day,
Tucker was able to come through
with a huge three set win sealing the
victory for the ladies. After dropping
the first set, Tucker rallied to take the
second sel in a tiebreaker despite bemg cown a match pomt. Confident
after the tiebreak, Tucker cruised to
a 6-0 victory in the third set.
Tuesday, the Ladies traveled to
Springfield for a match against the
Wittenberg TIgers. Kenyon swept
the doubles and never looked back
on their way to another 8-1 victory.
Winning easily for the Ladies was
Shennan at the second singles (6-0,
6-2) and Lyons at sixth singles (60,6-4). At fifth singles, Brady
struggled initially and dropped the

Ch1issic Cowan

Josh Kanman '01 lines up a forehand yesterday against Allegheny.
comfortable lead before beginning
the singles matches. Yilliers crushed
his opponent 6-0, 6-0 at number five
singles. Additional wins included
Schoenberger at number one, Jaffe
at number three, Katzman at number four and Lynaugh at number six.
This was a key match for the
Lords, as Jaffe said, because, "The
Allegheny win should help us get
back on track for the rest of the sea-

son. We still hope to make nationaJs with some good wins at the conferences."
The conference tournamenl
will be a huge deciding factor fOI
the Lord's tennis team in their placing at Nationals. Their current
record is 7-9. Before the NCAC
tournament begins on May 4, the)
play at home against
Ohio
Wesleyan University today.

first set 6-3. But she picked up her
play in the second and third sets
putting more balls in play and
cruised to a 3-6, 6-1, 6·2 victory.
After struggling in her first set,
Tucker had no problems in her SCl:.
and, winning the match 7-5, 6-2.
In the longest match of the day
Beauchamp was abfe to pull oula
second set tiebreak to follow her
7-5 victory in the first set. At first
singles Roeper retired up3·2 intile
second although she bad .dropped
the first set 6-3.
The Ladies seem to be hitting
their stride at the just right moment
as the conference tournament
kicksoffthis Friday at Denison Uni·

versiry. Thel.adieshaverhenornte
one seed and the momentum and
should do well this weekend.

BY JAY HFlMER

AND SARA PECORA!(
U
SaJf
GlOwing up, every kid that plays

all in the neighborhood dreams
ming a major league player.
y's world. every kid can have
.This was not true 60years
Up until the late 1940s. basealong with most things in this
try, was segregated. White
le played in the Major League
lack people played in the Negue. 1b people of our genn, a time when only white

Professor Reed Browning sham a laugh with former Baseball CoItlJTl.is~ Wdch
sioner Fay Vmcent at a media session for The Players' Stories.

leplayed in major leagues isan·
history. For this reason. former
League playem and baseball
s Larry Doby, Joe Black and
"Slick" Sumtt visited Kenyon

five years after Robinson, Black stiII
talks about oot being to find anybody
to warm up with.
Some were not that lucky. Slick
Sunatt never wore a major league
uniform. He was what Smith caUed
a "fool soldier, not a superstar, but a
sIar." He played fur the Kanaas City
Monan:ba, the same Negm League
team as Robinson. Slick said, ..Let
me go to spring training. and I'U get
me a job." Tragically, be aever gal

their stories.
Fonner baseball commissioner,

is"Fay"Vmoent,broughtthese
together, along with sports
ist Claire Smith. to make the
o Kenyon College. 1be group
veled to two other colleges,
amsCollege and Carleton CoIIS

that cBance.
There should be no doubt that
Surrattanddozensofotbersweretaltoted enough to not only play in the
majors but to excel. The Negro

BY SARA PECORA!{

Ibe manager had a111beplaY"'" tined
up by Iheir Iockm and [_
me
00wn Ibe 6ne]. The .....
woold
introduce me and sometimes there
wwldbeoohand[OUCkoutro.ahand_~
B was a tittle difficult to ltigeol

AND JAY HELMER
Cal '"
Staff

Job RobUmn gal all the filme,
Doby was Ibe fiJSl Africanrican 10 play in the American
enteringthemajx leagucsjust
months after Rdlioson. He was
en-timeAD-Star and one of the
of the !ndiam' 1948 cbampionearn. Two wriIets from the CoIJe.
sal oown with the 1998 Hall of
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are here to provide living, breathing
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cannot get wa1ching ESPN. When
asked what the most special moment
in his career was Black replied
"standing there in the first game of
tbe [1952] \\\xtd Series ... here I am,
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Lords and Ladies Tennis each win three
Men's team sweeps
Oberlin, Hiram

Ladies prep for tournament on Friday
BY BRENDAN LYNAUGH
Staff Reporter

BY CLAIRE lARSON

Staff Reporter

_*"I;

The Kenyon Lords tennis
learn has been extremely busy
lately, playing four matches Ihis
week. They swept both Oberlin
and Hiram 7.0, lost 10 Wittenberg
5.2, and beat Allegheny 6-1.
Thursday against Oberlin,
Keenan Hughes '03 defeated
Oberlin's number one player with
a commanding score of 6-3, 6-2.
First-year Chris Elsner gotthe opportunity 10 play at six singles, and
although he struggled in the first
set winning it in a close tiebreaker,
he managed 10 sweep the second
set 6-2. Elsner also had an outstanding doubles match with partner Mall Chowning '04. They
played at the number three doubles
spot and won the match without
giving their opponents a single
game.
On Saturday the Lords took
on Hiram at the Kenyon courts,
again taking the victory. The Lords
dominated the courts with impressive scores, including senior Jarin
see LORDS TENNIS, page 14

BY ADAM AlWELL
smtr Reporter

I;

-ne women's lacrosse team is
poised to make a run in the upcoming NCAC tournament after spliting its two games this week.
Though defeated by Colorado College on Sunday 10-14, but the
squad bounced back with a hardfought 13-11 victory Tuesday
against Wooster.
The win against Wooster is
huge for the Ladies in purple as it
puts them in prime position for the
upcoming conference tournament.
With a win against Oberlin on Saturday, Kenyon could lock up second place in the conference and the
number two seed in the tourna-

Chrissie Cowan

Keenan Hughes '03 smashes a backhand crosscoun against Allgheny

ment. This entitles them to a bye
in the quaterfinal round of the
NCAC tournament.
The Ladies started out slowly
against the Scots,getting behind 4o to start the game. Instead of getting rattled, the ladies stuck with
their game plan while turning up
the intensity. The husste led to results as Kenyon began winning
more ground balls and controlling
possession. Defenseman Shannon
Maroney '01 led the way, winning
seven groundballs. At halftime,
Kenyon was back in the game, as
the teams stood even 6-6.
In the second half, the ladies
came out with confidence and purpose. Caroline Secor '02 said,
"The team really found its stride

in the second half. Once we got a
lead, Wooster was unable to keep
up."
Both Erin Maturo '03 and Sara
Woelkers '02 recorded hal tricks to
lead Kenyon's goal scoring attack.
Woelkers said, ''To come from bebind the way we did really gave our
team an adrenaline rush. "Once we
got over that hump, we were
pumped up and our momentum
carried us tbe rest of the way."
Both Kenyon and Wooster are
4-2 in conference play, but the Ladies own the tie-breaker with their
head-to-head win, they now must
finish strong against Oberlin in order to secure the number two spot.
The Ladies will face Oberlin at
home, noon on Saturday.

Ladies Softball splits with OWU
BY LOGAN WINSTON
Staff Reporter
~

f."

r

Since last Wednesday, the
Kenyon Ladies softball team has
been wheeling around Ohio walloping softballs to the women of
Wittenburg, Wooster and Ohio
Wesleyan. They suffered two defeats against the bats and gloves
of an undefeated Wittenberg, losing 12-4 and 6·5. On Monday,
they endured one loss and celebrated one victory against Ohio
Wesleyan, losing 12-4 and winning 6-5. Most recently, the ladies lost 4-3 and 2-0 in a doubleheader against the College of
Wooster. This brings the ladies'

-

overall record to 17 -17.
Despite their home field advantage, tbe Ladies could not
thwart the Wittenberg offensive
last Wednesday.
In their first
game, Wittenberg
preyed on
Kenyon's pitching and was able to
capitalize on errors. In the second
of the two matches, Kenyon was
much more aware and almost tied
Wittenberg. Undaunted and energized by their close game with
Wittenberg, the Ladies set out to
challenge Ohio Wesleyan.
After losing the first game of
the doubleheader, the Ladies' rude
awakening seemed to put some
pep back in their play. Asolid outfield with consistent dugout of bat-

ters allowed them to run neck and
neck with Ohio Wesleyan on .the
scoreboard. The Ladies were able
to hold on to their delicate lead and
squeaked by to win.
Unfortunately, they were not
so lucky against the College of
Wooster. During the first game of
the double header. both teams offered exemplary performances.
The Ladies of Kenyon and the
Scots of Wooster grappled for control of the game. Like hungry dogs
fighting over a morsel of steak,
they held each other at a 3·3 tie
for the first seven innings of regulation game play, and then for three
extra innings. The Scots pulled a
see SOFrBALL, page 13

Last Thursday the Ladies continued their winning ways against
Oberlin College winning 8-1.
Sophomores
Katy Tucker and
Megan Lyons as well as first-year
Erin Brady gave tremendous performances as.Kenyon dominated the
bottom half of the singles. Both
Brady and Lyons won without giv·
ing up a single game, while Tucker
gave up only one game in each set.
Brady, who has banled injury this
season, was pleased with her performance, saying it was "encouragingafter my previous match. Made
me feel like Iwas back."
Tucker began ber day of nearperfect tennis as she teamed with
Sara Sanders '01 in a 8-0 thrashing
of Oberlin's second doubles team.
Kenyon was able to sweep the
doubles as both first and third
doubles produced decisive 8-4 victories. Juniors Ellen Sherman and
Lisa Beauchamp
played first
doubles, while first-years Brady and
Claire Larson represented Kenyon
at the number three spot. In the only
close match of the day, Junior
Brooke Roeper fell in three sets (6-

BY JAY HELMER
SportS Assistant
Heading
into Sunday's
game against the Tigers of Colorado College one had to wonder
what the confidence level of the
Kenyon Men's Lacrosse team
was. In what was supposed to be
the year the Lords proved themselves as one of the better programs in Division III, they have
lost all three of their games
against ranked opponents, most
recently a 16-8 loss to Ohio
Wesleyan. For those in doubt. tbe
Lords came out and quickly restored faith witb 14-11 win
against Colorado College. The
Lords improved their record to

8-3.
The game was close early
on, tbe Tigers held leads of 1-0
and 2·1. However
Kenyon
quickly went on a 6-0 run, taking a lead of 7-2 in tbe second
quarter 10 put them up for good •.
The game was by no means a
blowout however. as Colorado
never trailed by more than three
at aoy point in the second balf.
lt was 13-11 late in tbe
fourth quarter when a Colorado
shot went past Kenyon goalie
Greg Clancy '01 and clanked off
the post. narrowly missing putting the Tigers within one. After that, Colorado's spurt ended
and Kenyon held on for the win.
''I think the offense was coherent and effective
versus
Colorado College." said Clancy.
"The defense did a lot of things

0, 3-6, 7-S).
On Saturday the Ladies travcl~
to Granville to face the Big Red of
Denison. Denison was looking for
revenge after the Ladies beat them
in a close 5-4 match a week ago 31
Midwest Regionals but KenYon
again topped Denison 5-4. Kenyon
was up to challenge the and was able
to take two out of the three doUbles
matches for a decisive 2-1 edge
heading into the singles. At fi!'Sl
doubles, the team of Tucker aniJ
Sanders came up huge in defeating
their nationally-ranked opponents,
Sanders said, "We didn't let Our.
selves be intimidated by them al\ll
were able to get: a jump on them."
Kenyon carried its momentum
into the singles and fought hard in
all spots. Denison was able to dom;
nate in the top spots as both Rcepe
and Beauchamp were unable to
match their hard-hitting opponens
However, Kenyon displayed ill
strong depth in winning three outthe
next four singles matches to takethe
match. Sherman and Lyons hada
strong matches winning wilh
Sherman winning at three singles (6·
3, 6·1) while Lyons won at 6th
singles (6-3, 6-4). Brady fought
see IADIESTENNIS,page
14

better than ever against Colorado

as well. Our D played much bel'

ter traosition defense with mucb
more midfield support."
The Lords' 14 goals mark the
best performance by the Kenye
offence since April. The scoring
was led. as usual, by the Justins,
Sophomores Justin Hamilton and
Justin Martinicb art ranked third
end fourth respectively in goal!
in the conference. Against Cole
rado College Hamilton had four
goals while Martinicb bad thle(
goals and five assists. Derid
Stowe '01 also had three goals,
while Ross Zachary '04 who has
scored only four goals prior to
Sunday's
game scored twO
against Colorado.
The real test of the week and ~f
the season comes when they fac!
Denison, the 9th ranked team il
the country.

"Iboir [IleJUam'.J dele"" wm
apply more pressure on the ball and
the adaceDts ~
they will c1~se

down the crease forcing outsIde
shots," said Caney. "The offense
will need 10 be on top of their gmne
for us to prevail against a morelal·
ented, deeper team like Denison....
Denison's tIansition game is excePtional so the D as a whole needs10
step it up another DOlCh in order~
us to prevail this weekend. Ithinl:~
we playas a IeaID and do not gel
discouraged if we get down a fe'O
goals then we can cause a big upset
this weekend."
"r
The Lords will have thel
cbance for the upsel Saturday all
p.m. on McBride Field.

